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Different semantic models are studied for a language called POOL: a parallel object-oriented language. It
is a simplified version of POOL-T, a language that is actually used to write programs for a parallel machine.
The most important aspect of this language is that it describes a system as a collection of communicating
objects that all have internal activities which are executed in parallel. For POOL, an operational and a
denotational semantics have been developed previously. The former semantics aims at the intuitive operational meaning of the language, whereas the main characteristic of the latter is compositionality. In this
paper, we relate both models, which are quite different, and prove the semantic correctness of the denotational semantics with respect to the operational semantics. Our semantic investigations take place in the
mathematical framework of complete metric spaces. For the operational semantics we use a simple space
of functions from states to compact sets of streams (which are sequences of states); for the denotational
semantics, a domain of processes is used, which is the solution of a reflexive domain equation over a
category of complete metric spaces. The main mathematical tool we use is Banach's theorem, which
states that contractions on complete metric spaces have unique fixed points. Both the operational and the
denotational semantics are reformulated and are presented, as well as many operators on the semantic
domains, as the fixed point of a suitably defined contraction. In this way, we are able to establish a formal
equivalence between both models. For this purpose, we introduce an intermediate domain, which first is
compared to the operational model by means of an abstraction operator. This function takes processes,
which are tree-like structures, as arguments and yields sets of streams as results. Next, it is shown that
both the intermediate and the denotational model are fixed points of the same contraction, from which their
equality follows. From both facts, the main result of our study follows: The operational meaning of a POOL
program is equal to the denotational meaning to which the abstraction operator is applied. In this manner,
the correctness of the denotational semantics with respect to the operational semantics is established.
1980 Mathematical Subject Classification: 68810, 68C01.
1986 Computing Reviews Categories: D.3.1, F.3.2, F.3.3.
Key words and phrases: operational semantics, denotational semantics, process creation, object-oriented
programming, semantic correctness, complete metric spaces, contractions.

1. INTRODUCTION
We study different semantic models for a language called POOL: parallel object-oriented language.
Although the theoretical foundations of object-oriented programming in general, and of parallel
object-oriented programming in particular, have not been paid much attention to, this language has
been extensively studied in a formal semantic context: In [ABKR86(a)] and (ABKR86(b)], an operational and a denotational semantics of POOL have been developed. The main goal of this paper is to
compare the two models, which are quite different, by proving some formal relation between them,
which at the same time will establish the correctness of the denotational semantics with respect to the
operational semantics. Before we explain in some detail the language POOL and the contents of this
paper, we first give a short explanation of the notion of semantic correctness and the way it can be
proved.
A semantics for a programming language e is a mapping ~=~D, where Dis some mathematical
domain (a set, a complete partial ordering, a complete metric space), which we call the semantic
universe of~ Sometimes~ is called a model for e. Traditionally, two main types of semantics are
distinguished: operational semantics and denotational semantics. Without wanting to get involved in a
discussion about the precise definitions, we state that in our view the main characteristic of the former
is that its definition is based on a transition relation ([HP79], [Pl81], [Pl83D; a denotational semantics
("') 1bis work was carried out in the context of ESPRIT project 415: Parallel Architectures and Languages for AIP - a VLSIdirected approach.
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is characterised by the fact that it is defined in a compositional manner: the denotational semantics of
a composite statement is given in terms of the denotational semantics of its components. (As a second
distinctive property one often considers the way in which recursion is treated: The usual view is that
an operational semantics treats recursion by means of so-called syntactic environments (or body
replacement) whereas a denotational semantic uses semantic environments, in combination with some
fixed-point argument.)
Now consider an operational semantics (J:~D and a denotational semantics 6D:~D'. A natural
question is whether 6j) is correct with respect to e, that is, whether 6j) makes at least the same distinctions as e does. (Often, 6j) makes more; see [KR88] for a simple example.) If we define for a semantics ~=~D" an equivalence relation =GJIL by
s=GJILt #~s]=~t],

for all s, tee, then the correctness of 6j) with respect to fJ can be formally expressed by the condition:
==D

c

=e·

One way to prove the correctness of 6j) is to introduce a so-called abstraction operator a:D' ~D.
which (is in general not injective and) relates the denotational semantic universe with the operational
one. If one can prove that

() = ao6j)
then a precise relation between fJ and 6j) has been established, which moreover implies the correctness
of 6j) with respect to e.
As a mathematical framework for our semantic descriptions we have chosen complete metric spaces.
(For the basic definitions of topology see [Du66] or [En77].) In this we follow and generalize (BZ82].
(For other applications of this type of semantic framework see [BKMOZ86].) We follow [KR88] in
using contractions on complete metric spaces as our main mathematical tool, exploring the fact that
contractions have unique fixed points (Banach's theorem). We shall define both operators on our
semantic universes and the semantic models themselves as fixed points of suitably defined contractions. In this way, we are able to use a general method for proving semantic correctness: Suppose we
have defined () as the fixed point of a contraction

w: (~D) ~ (~D).
If we next show that also a 0 6D is a fixed point of W then Banach's theorem implies that fJ=ao6i).

It is the approach sketched above that will be applied to the language POOL. Before doing so, we
start in section 2 with a toy language that is extremely simple but has with POOL in common a construct for process creation. This section can be seen as a prolongation of the introduction and tries to
give the reader some feeling for the techniques used. Since no definitions or results of this section are
used in the other sections it can be skipped without any problem.
The language POOL is described in detail in section 3. It is a simplified version of the language
POOL-T, which is defined in [Am85] and for which [Am86] and [Am87] give an account of the design
considerations. POOL-T was designed in subproject A of ESPRIT project 415 with the purpose of
programming a highly parallel machine which is also being developed in this project (see [Od87] for
an overview). The language provides all the facilities needed to program reasonably large parallel systems and several large applications and many small ones have been written in it.
In POOL, a system is viewed as a collection of objects. These are dynamic entities containing data
(stored in variables) and methods (a kind of procedures). Objects can be created dynamically during
the execution of a program and each of them has an internal activity (its body) in which it can execute
expressions and statements. While inside an object everything proceeds sequentially, the concurrent
execution of the bodies of all the objects can give rise to a large amount of parallelism. Objects can
interact by sending messages to each other. Acceptance of a message gives rise to a rendez-vous
between sender and receiver, during which an appropriate method is executed.
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In section 4, we follow [ABK.R86(a)] in defining an operational semantics for POOL. It is based on
a transition relation and is given, and here we differ from [ABKR86(a)], as the fixed point of a contraction. The semantic domain used is a complete metric space of (functions from states to) compact
sets of streams, which are sequences of states.
In section 5, we present a denotational semantics for POOL, very similar to the model given in
[ABKR86(b)]. We de_Ene a mapping from the set of POOL programs (called units) to some reflexive
domain of processes P (cf. [Pl76]), which is a complete metric space with tree-like structures for its
elements. It satisfies a reflexive domain equation, which is solved by deriving from it a functor on a
category of complete metric spaces and then taking the fixed point of this functor. The mathematical
techniques to do so are sketched in section 2 of [ABKR86(b)] and presented in detail in [AR88].
Before we assign a semantic value to the unit as a whole, we first define the semantics of expressions
and statements, which will be given by functions of the following type:

6DE: LE-AObj-ContE_ P,

and 6D8 : L 8 -AObj-Cont8 -P,

where LE and Ls are the sets of expressions and statements and

ContE=Obj-P,

Conts=P.

The semantic domain AObj stands for the set of (active) object names. Its appearance in the semantics of expressions and statements reflects the fact that in POOL each expression or statement is
evaluated by a certain object. Further, a continuation will be given as an argument to the semantic
functions. This describes what will happen after the execution of the current expression or statement.
As the continuation of~ expression generally depends upon the result of this expressi_on (an object
name), its type is Obj-P, whereas the type of continuations of statements is simply P. The use of
continuations makes it possible to define the semantics, especially of object creation, in a convenient
and concise way. (For more examples of the use of continuations in semantics, see [Br86] and
[Go79].)
After having defined an operational and a denotational semantics for POOL, we come to the main
subject of our paper: The comparison of both models. This constitutes a non-trivial problem, mainly
because, first, the respective semantic domains are very different and, secondly, because the denotational semantics is defined in terms of continuations, whereas the operational semantics is direct, that
is, does not use continuations. Moreover, the communication mechanism of POOL (consisting of message passing with method invocation) is dealt with quite differently by the two models. The solution
that we propose consists of the introduction of an intermediate semantic model, in section 6, which
has in common with the operational semantics that it is direct (without continuations) and that it is
based on the same transition relation, but which has for its range the same reflexive domain of
processes as the denotational model has. Then, in section 7, this intermediate model is related to the
operational semantics by means of an abstraction operator which takes processes as arguments and
yields sets of streams. Next, it is connected with (an extended version ot) the denotational semantics
by the observation that both models are fixed point of the same contraction. As a result, it follows
that the operational semantics of a unit equals its denotational meaning to which the abstraction
operator is applied.
Section 8, which contains the references, is followed by three appendices. Appendix I gives the
mathematical definitions we use; in appendix II, the abstraction operator that is used in the proof of
the semantic correctness for POOL is defined in all formal detail. Finally, appendix III shows how the
language POOL can be extended with so-called standard objects and how the definitions and proofs
can be adapted in order to obtain a similar correctness result for the extended language.
Semantic treatments of parallel object-oriented languages in general are scarce; we only know
[081], which gives a detailed mathematical model for an actor language. This is done by defining a
set of so-called augmented actor event diagrams, each of which is a fairly complicated structure
representing (the beginning ot) a single computation. In order to deal with nondeterminism, a novel
power domain construction is used. As to the comparison of operational and denotational semantics
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for languages with process creation, we only know of [AB88], where some simplified versions of
POOL are studied. None of these languages, however, contains the original POOL-T constructs for
communication (for message passing with method invocation), the treatment of which, in the correctness proof, we consider to be an essential part of this paper.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: We wish to thank Pierre America for his detailed and constructive comments on preliminary versions of this paper. Discussions with Jaco de Bakker are gratefully acknowledged, as well as the contributions of the Amsterdam Concurrency Group: Jaco de Bakker,
Frank de Boer, Arie de Bruin, Joost Kok, John-Jules Meyer and Erik de Vink. We thank Mini Middelberg for the expert typing of this document.

2. A VERY SIMPLE LANGUAGE WITH PROCESS CREATION
Before we tackle the main problem of this paper, we would like to start with a much simpler case:
We introduce a very small "toy" language Lr and present an operational and a denotational semantics for it. Nex.t, we shall compare these two models. All this can be regarded as a little exercise, a
"warming up" so to speak, aiming at a better understanding of what follows in the next section: It
turns out that for both the languages Lr and POOL (to be introduced in the next section) the operational and denotational semantics can be compared in very much the same way.
For the definition of Lr we need a set (a,b E)A of elementary actions. (Throughout this paper, we
shall use the notation (x, y E)X for the introduction of a set X with typical elements x and y.) For A
we take an arbitrary, possibly infinite, set. It will contain a subset (c E)C (;;;A of so-called communications. Similarly to CCS ([Mil80]), we define a bijection - : C ~c with - 0 - =idc. It yields for every
c EC a matching communication c. In A \ C we have a special element T denoting successful communication.
DEFINITION 2.1 (Syntax for Lr)
The set of statements (s,t E)Lr is given by
s ::

= a I s,;s2 I new(s).

Note that a EA~ C. To Lr we add a special element E, denoting the empty statement. Note that syntactic constructs like s; E and new(E) are not in Lr.
A statement is of one of the following forms: First, it can be an elementary action a. Here elementary means that it is an uninterpreted action. Examples of possible interpretations are assignments, or
read and write actions. Secondly, a statements can be the sequential compositions 1 ; s 2 of statements
s 1 and s 2 • Finally, it may be a new-statement new(s), the execution of which amounts to the creation
of a new process which executes s. A more detailed explanation will follow below.
The operational semantics will be formulated using the notion of parallel statements. A parallel
statement is a finite sequence of statements which are to be executed in parallel.
DEFINITION 2.2 (Parallel statements)
Let (p,'ITE)Par be given by Par=(Lr)* , the set of finite sequences of statements. Typical elements
will also be indicated by <si. ... ,sn>, for n;;a.I. For p=<s1> ... ,sn> and 'IT=<t" ... ,tm> we
definep"'IT=<s" ... ,sm ti. ... ,tm>.
Next we define the operational semantics of parallel statements. It is based on the well known
notion of a transition relation (in the style of Hennessy and Plotkin ([HP79, Pl81, Pl83])).
DEFINITION 2.3 (Transition relation for Par)
Let ~(;;;ParXA XPar be the smallest relation (writing p-a~p' for (p, a,

p')E~)

satisfying:
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(1) <a>-a-<E>,

<a;s>-a-<s>

(2) if <s>-a-p, then <new(s)>-a-p
(3) if <s,t >-a-p, then <new(s);t >-a-p
(4) if <s1; (s2;s3)>-a-p, then <(s1;s2);s3>-a- p
(5) if p-a-p', then p"'TT-a-p"''TT and 'TT"p-a-'TT"p'
(6) if p-c-p' and .,,-c-'TT', then p"'TT-T-p'"'TT',
for a EA, cEC, s,t,sl>s 2,s 3ELT, and p,p','TT,'TT'EPar.
Intuitively, p-a-p' tells us that starting in the parallel statement p the elementary action a can be
pedormed, resulting in the parallel statement p'. Interesting in the definition above are (3), (5) and
(6). According to (3), the parallel statements <s,t > and <new(s);t> can pedorm the same elementary actions. In other words, evaluating <new(s);t> results in a parallel statement <s,t >.Thus we
~that the length of a parallel statement increases when new(s) is evaluated. Operationally, this can
be viewed as the creation of a process that starts evaluating s, while statement t is being executed in
parallel. According to (5), a composite parallel statement p"'TT can pedorm all the elementary actions
that can be pedormed by either p or 'TT. In (6) it is expressed that if p can perform a communication
action c and.,, can pedorm a matching communication action c, then p"'TT, the parallel statement composed of p and .,,, can perform a 7' action, denoting a successful communication.
ExAMPLE: <new(c);a;new(c); b> -a- <c, new(c);b> -b- <c, c, E> -T- <E, E, E>.
Before we give the definition of the operational semantics of parallel statements, we introduce its
semantic universe P.
DEFINITION 2.4 (Semantic universe P)
Let A• denote the set of finite sequences or words of elements of A; let t: denote the empty word. We
extend this set by allowing as the last element of a finite sequence a special element a, which denotes

deadlock:
(w E)A a =A. UA *·{a}.

Now we define (p,qE)P=<3>nf.Aa), the set of all non-empty, finite subsets of Aa. Let dA; denote the
usual metric on Aa (see the definition in A.1.1). We take dp =(dA;)n, the Hausdortf metric induced by
dA;• as a metric on P. According to proposition A.7, we have that (P,dp) is a complete metric space.
2.5 (Operational semantics e)
Let e= Fixed Point (cl>), where cl>:(Par -P)-(Par -P) is given, for FE Par -P, and pE Par, by

DEFINITION

cl>(F)(p)

=

{t:} if p=<E, ... ,E>
{a} if Va'tlp' [p-a-p' ~a EC] /\ p=/=<E, .. . , E>
{ U {a·F(p'): p-a-p' /\a <J:C} otherwise.

It is straightforward to show that IP is a contraction and thus has a unique fixed point.
Since our language does not contain any constructs for recursion, we need not be able to describe
infinite behavior. Therefore, it is not really necessary to define e using a contraction on a complete
metric space. It would have been sufficient to take P as an ordinary set without any metric, and define
e with an easy induction on the structure of statements. Our motivation for nevertheless exploiting
metric structures here is given by the fact that in the next section we will deal with recursion and
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infinite behavior. There the use of some mathematical structure which can handle these, such as complete metric spaces, is obligatory. Our use of complete metric spaces at this stage can be seen as part
of the introductory function of this section.
The operational semantics 19 can be best explained by giving a few
ExAMPLES:

19(<a>] = a·l9[<E>] = a·{t:} ={a}
19( <new (a)>] = {a}
19( <c>] = {a}
19[<c,c>] = {T}
19( <a;b>] = af)[ <h>] = {ah}
19[<new(a);h>] = {a·19[<E,b>], b·{l9[<a,E>]} ={ah, ha}
Note that a single communication <c >, without a matching communication
deadlock.

c in parallel, creates a

Such an operational semantics is nice, because it is intuitively very clear. However, it is not compositional with respect to the binary syntactic operator ;, that is, there is no semantic operator
;: P XP-?P, corresponding to ;, such that for alls and t:
19( <s;t>]=l9[ <s>]; 19( <t>].
This can be easily seen by the following argument. Suppose there is such an operator ;. Then:

19[<new(a);b>] = l9[<new(a)>J;e[<h>]
= [since 19( <new (a)>)=l9( <a>]]
l9( <a>]; 19( <h>]
= l9(<a;b>],
which yields a contradiction, as can be seen from the examples above.
The denotational semantics to be defined in a moment has the property that it is compositional
with respect to the syntactic operators in Lr.
First, we define a suitable semantic universe.
DEFINITION 2.6 (Semantic universe P)
We define a complete metric space (p, q E )P by P= ~nfiA •), the set of non-empty finite subsets of A•.
Let dA· be the usual metric on A•; we define dp=(dA")n.

The only difference between P and P is that the latter does not contain finite sequences ending in
DEFINITION 2.7 (Den~tational semanti_.£S 6D)
Let 6D: Lr-? Cont -?P, where Cont=P denotes the set of continuations, be given by

6D(a](p)

= ap,

6D[E](p)

=p

6D(new(s)](p) = pll6D(s]{{t:})
6D(s ;t](p) = 6D[s ](6D[t](p )),

with II: P XP-?P as defined below.

a.
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A continuation p E Cont denotes the semantics of the statement to be executed after the one to
which 6D is applied. The meaning of a new-construct new (s) with continuation p is determined as follows: The meaning of s is computed with the empty continuation {E}, which indicates that after s
nothing remains to be done. Since s is to be executed in parallel with everything that follows, the
result is composed in parallel with p, which indicates the remainder of the program afters.
DEFINITION 2.8 (Parallel composition II)
Let II: PXP-P be such that it satisfies, for p,qEP,

p llq

= p ILq u q lLp up Iq,

where

plLq = LJ{a·(pallq):pa*0 } U {q:tEp},

plq = LJ{T·(pcillfc):pc*0 *qc-},
with Pa

= {w: a·w Ep }, the set containing all the postfixes of a in p.

The above definition is self-refere_!!tial_an~ n~s S£mejustification. F£~y,_we can define II as
the fixed point of a contraction 'I': (PXP-P)-(PXP -P) given, for fEPXP-P, by

'ft(f)(p,q)

= PIL1q U qlL1P UP l1q,

where

PIL1q
P liq

= LJ (af(pa,q):pa*0} U {q:EEp},
= LJ {T·lf(pc,ifc))): Pc*0*qc}.

_that_6D _!s CO,!!lPO!itional with respect to ";". The corresponding semantic operator
;: ((P-P)X(P-P))- (P-P) is not expres~ ex_plicitly in the definition of 6D. For completeness
sake, we give its definition. We have, for f,gEP-P:
N~te

f;g

= >.pj(g(p)).

Semantic equivalence of 0 and 6j)
After having defined e and 6D for Par and Lr, we next .discuss the relationship between the two
semantics. We shall compare e and 6D by relating both to an intermediate semantics 0': Par-P, given
in

2.9 (Intermediate semantics 0') _

DEFINITION

Let 0'= Fixed Point (<I>'), where <I>': (Par-P)-(Par-P) is given, for FEPar-P and pEPar, by

{E}
c'P'(F)(p)= {

if p= <E, ... ,E>
otherwise.

U {a·F(p'): p-a-p'}

Note that in c'P', as opposed to <I>, single-sided communication steps a EC are allowed. The
difference between e and 0' can be illustrated by giving a few examples:

e(<c>]={o}, 0[<c,c>J={T},
0'[<c>]={c}, 0'[<c,c>]={cc,

cc,

T}.

The relationship between e and 0' will be expressed using the following abstraction operation.
2.10 (Abstraction operato!_ a)
We define an abstraction operator a: P-P by
DEFINITION
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{a} if Va[pa=¥=0 :9aEC]
a(p)= { U {a·(a(pa)): a$.CApa=¥=0} U {E::E:Ep} otherwise,
with Pa as in definition 2.8. (For a justification of this self-referential definition see the remark following definition 2.8.)
The definition of a can be understood as follows: If all the words w Ep begin with a communication
action a EC, we have operationally a deadlock, since no single communication action is allowed.
Therefore, we then have: a(p) = {a}. In the last case, a(p) contains all the words in p that begin with a
non-communication action a EA\ C, with a recursively applied to Pa• the set of postfixes of a; additionally, a(p) contains E: if E:Ep.
The following theorem can be proved straightforwardly.
THEOREM

2.11: '1'FEPar-">P [cl>(a0 .F)=aocl>'(.F)]

Since IP and IP' are contractions and thus have unique fixed points, it follows that
CoROLLARY

2.12: l9 =a o

(9'

PROOF

We have: aol9' = aocl>'(l9') = .P(a 0 l9'). Thus both a 0 l9' and l9 are fixed points of IP which implies
that they are equal.
The relationship between l9' and 6D can be elegantly expressed using the following mapping.

-

DEFINITION 2.13
We define --: (LT-">Cont-">P)-">(Par-">P) as follows. We denote, for FELT-">Cont-">P, --(F) by F
and put

-

- -

A simpJe consequence, using the associativity of II, of this definition is: F(p"T)=F(p)llF('r). If the
function F takes a parallel statement <s i. . . . , sn > as an argument, then the F values of all the substatements s; supplied with the _empty continuation {E:} are computed and next composed in parallel.
Now we can prove that l9'=6D. It is a corollary of the following
THEOREM

2.14: cP'(6D)=6D

PROOF

The proof uses induction on the structure of parallel statements. We treat one typical case, leaving the
other ones to the reader. Consider_p"'1TE far and suppose p=l;:<E, ... ,E> ang '11=/=<E,_ ... ,E>.
Suppose we already know that IP'(6D)(p)=6D(p) and .P'(6DX'11)=6j)('11'). We show: IP'(6D)(p"'11')=6j)(p"'11).

-

cl>'(6D)(p"'11) =

U {a-6D(p'):

p"'11-a-">p'}

= [definition of--"> (2.3 (5) and (6))]

-

U {a·6D(p'"'IT):

p-a-p'} U

U {T-6j)(p'"'11'):

p-c-p' A'IT-c-">'11'}

U

{a-6D(p"'1T'): '11-a-">'11'} U

9

= [definition -]
U {a-(6D(p')ll6D('1T)): p-a~p'} U U {a·(6D(p)ll6J)('IT')): 'IT-a~'IT'}
LJ {T·(6D(p')ll6J)('IT')): p- C~p' A'IT-c~'IT'}
= [definitions lL and

( U {a·6j)(p'):
( U {c·6D(p'):

I]

p-a~p'}IL

p-c~p'}

I

-

-

6j)('1T)) U ( U {a·6D('IT'):

'IT-a~'IT'}IL

- 'IT-c~'IT'})
u {c · 6D('IT'):

U

-

6j)(p)) U

- 1T)) u («I>'(6D)('1T)IL
- 6D('
6j)(p)) u («I>'(6D)(p) I «I>'(6D)('1T))
= («I>'(6D)(p)IL
= [induction]
- - - (6j)(p)IL 6j)('1T)) u (6D('1T)IL 6D(p) U(6J)(p)j 6D('1T))
= 6D(p) II 6D('IT)
= 6j)(p"'IT)
COROLLARY

D

2.15: 19'=6j)

Combining Corollaries 2.12 and 2.15 now yields the main theorem of this section.

MAIN THEOREM 2.16: 19=ao6D
CoROLLARY

2.17: Vs ELr[ 19[ <s >]

= a( 6D[s ]({E})) ].

3. THE LANGUAGE POOL
In this paper, we compare different semantic models of a language that we call POOL: Parallel
Object-Oriented Language. It is a simplified version of a language called POOL-T, which is defined in
[Am85). (For an account of the design considerations for POOL-T see [Am86] and [Am87].) The
simplification is two-fold. First, we omitted certain language constructs from POOL-T (such as the
select statement and the method call) as well as some of the protection mechanisms offered by the
definition of classes (such as different classes having different (instances of) variables and method
definitions). We have done this in order to make life somewhat easier: the semantic definitions are
shorter and so are the proofs of the theorems. We feel justified in doing so, since it is straightforward
to extend the approach of this paper to the full language. Secondly, we give an abstract syntactic
description of POOL which is a simplified version of the formal description of POOL-T.
A POOL program describes the behavior of a whole system in terms of its constituents, objects.
Objects contain some internal data, and some procedures that act on these data (these are called
methods in the object-oriented jargon). Objects are entities of a dynamic nature: they can be created
dynamically, their internal data can be modified, and they have an internal activity of their own. At
the same time they are units of protection: the internal data of one object are not directly accessible
for other objects.
An object uses variables (more specifically: instance variables) to store its internal data. Each variable can contain the name of an object (another object, or, possibly, the object under consideration
itself). An assignment to a variable can make it refer to an object different from the object referred
to before. The variables of one object cannot be accessed directly by other objects. They can only be
read and changed by the object itself.
Objects can interact by sending messages to each other. A message is a request for the receiver to
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execute a certain method. Messages are sent and received explicitly. In sending a message, the
sender mentions the destination object, the method to be executed, and possibly a parameter (which is
again an object name) to be passed to this method. After this, its activity is suspended. The receiver
can specify the set of methods that will be accepted, but it can place no restrictions on the identity of
the sender or on the parameters of messages. If a message arrives specifying an appropriate method,
the method is executed with the parameters contained in the message. Upon termination, this method
delivers a result (an object name), which is returned to the sender of the message. The latter then
resumes its own execution. Note that this form of communication strongly resembles the rendez-vous
mechanism of Ada QANSI83]).
A method can access the variables of the object by which it is executed (the receiver of a message).
Furthermore, it has a formal parameter, which is initialized to the actual parameter specified in the
message.
When an object is created, a local activity is started: the object's body. When several objects have
been created, their bodies execute in parallel. This is the way parallelism is introduced into the
language. Synchronization and communication takes places by sending messages, as described above.
Objects are grouped into classes. All objects in one class (the instances of that class) execute the
same body. In creating an object, only its desired class must be specified. In this way a class serves
as a blueprint for the creation of its instances.
At this point, it might be useful to emphasize the distinction between an object and its name.
Objects are intuitive entities as described above. In this paper, there will appear no mathematical construction that directly models a single object with all its dynamic properties (although it would be
interesting to see a semantics which does this). Object names, on the other hand, are modeled explicitly as elements of some abstract set Obj. Object names are only references to objects. On its own, an
object name gives little information about the object it refers to. In fact, object names are just
sufficient to distinguish the individual objects from each other. Note that variables and parameters
contain object names, and that expressions result in object names, not objects. If in the sequel we
speak, for example, of "the object a'', we hope the reader will understand that the object with name a
is meant.
Now we describe the (abstract) syntax of the language POOL. We assume that the following sets
of syntactic elements are given:
(x E )IVar (instance variables), ,
(uE)TVar (temporary variables),
(CE)CName (class names),
(mE)MName (method names).
DEFINITION 3.1 (Expressions, statements, units)
We define the set of expressions (eE)LE and the set of statements (s E)Ls by:

I u I e1 !m(e1) I new(C) I s;e I self
: : = x<E-e I u<E-e I answer m I s 1 ;s2 I if e then s 1 else s 2 fi I do e then s od.

e :: = x
s

The set (UE)Unit of units is defined by
U ::=

<

(C1<:=si. ... , Cn<:=sn), (m1<=<ui.e1>, ... , mk<=<um,ek>)

>.

We write C<:=s EU if there exists an i such that C; = C and s; =s. Similarly, we write m<=<u,e >EU.
An instance variable or a temporary variable used as an expression will yield as its value the object

name that is currently stored in that variable.
The next kind of expression is a send expression. Here, e 1 is the destination object, to which the
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message will be sent, m is the method to be invoked, and e 2 is the parameter. When a send expression is evaluated, the destination expression and the parameter expression are evaluated successively.
Next, the message is sent to the destination object. When this object answers the message, the
corresponding method is executed, that is, the formal parameter is initialized to the name of the
object in the message, and the expression in the method definition is evaluated. The value which
results from this evaluation is sent back to the sender of the message and this will be the value of the
send expression.
A new-expression indicates that a new object is to be created, an instance of the indicated class. Its
body starts executing in parallel with all other objects in the system. The result of the new-expression
is (the name of) this newly created object.
An expression may also be preceded by a statement. In this case the statement is executed before
·
the expression is evaluated.
expression.
this
executing
is
that
object
the
of
name
the
in
results
always
self
The expression
The first two kinds of statements are assignments, to an instance variable and to a temporary variable, respectively. An assignment is executed by first evaluating the expression on the right, and then
making the variable on the left refer to the resulting object.
An answer statement indicates that a message is to be answered. The object executing the answer
statement waits until a message arrives with a method name that is specified by the answer statement.
Then it executes the method (after initializing the formal parameter). The result of the method is sent
back to the sender of the message, and the answer statement terminates.
Sequential composition, conditionals and loops have the usual meaning.
Units are the programs of POOL. A unit consists of a number of definitions of class bodies and
methods. If a unit is to be executed, a single new instance of the last class defined in the unit is
created and execution of its body is started. This object has the task to start the whole system, by
creating new objects and putting them to work.
The relationship between POOL and POOL-T is the following: POOL is obtained from POOL-T
via two successive simplifications. First, certain language constructs from POOL-Tare omitted (like
the select statement) as well as some of the protection mechanisms in POOL-T, which are offered by
the definition of classes (such as different classes having different variables and method definitions).
Secondly, some syntactical simplifications are performed and some context information is omitted
(POOL-T is a statically typed language whereas POOL is not). The reason for making the first
simplification is simply lack of space, to which should be added the consideration that it would be
straightforward to extend our results to the full language. The sole reason for making the second
simplification is that POOL-Tisa practical programming language, for which readability, among others, is more important than syntactic simplicity. Therefore, it is convenient to take a simplified
language, POOL, as the semantic core of POOL-T.
If one compares the version of POOL described in this paper with the one given in [ABKR86(a)]
and [ABKR86(b)], some minor differences can be observed. (For example, in the send expression of
definition 3.1 above only one parameter can be specified whereas in the definitions of the papers mentioned an arbitrary number of parameters is allowed.) However, it can easily be seen that it is
straightforward to adapt the definitions and proofs given in this paper such that they apply to the version of POOL occurring in [ABKR86(a)] and [ABKR86(b)].

AN OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS FOR POOL
In this section we give the definition of an operational semantics for POOL, which is a modified
version of the one given in [ABKR86(a)]. (At the end of this section, we shall compare both models in
some detail.) It is based on a transition relation and will be defined as the fixed point of a suitable
contraction. For this purpose, we introduce a number of syntactic and semantic notions.
First of all, we introduce the set of objects.

4.
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DEFINITION 4.1 (Objects)
We assume given a set AObj of names for active objects together with a function
11:~fin(AObj)-»AObj

such that P(X)~X, for every finite X<;;,AObj. Given a set X of object names, the function
new name not in X.
Further we define
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yields a

Obj = AObj U SObj,

where SObj is the set of so-called standard objects, to be introduced in Appendix III.
A possible example of such a set AObj and function
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could be obtained by setting:

AObj = N,
v(X) = max{n:nEX}+l.

In POOL, a few standard classes, the instances of which are called standard objects, are predefined;
examples are the classes of booleans and integers. The semantic treatment of these standard objects
is somewhat different from the way the active objects (which are created during the execution of a
POOL program) are treated. Because we want to formulate our semantic models as concisely as possible in order to focus on the correctness proof, the standard objects are treated in an appendix (III).
Next, it is convenient to extend the sets LE of expressions and Ls of statements by adding some
auxiliary syntactic constructs.
DEFINITION 4.2 (LE'• Ls')
Let (eE)LE' and (sE)Ls' be defined by

e ::=

xl ul

s ::=

x~el u~el

e1!m(e2)I new(C)I s;el selfl

al

(e, 4')

answer ml s 1 ;s 2 j ife thens 1 elses 2 fij doe thens ooj

release(fi, s)j (e,l/;)
with a, /JEAObj, f/JELpE and if;ELps. Here the sets of parameterized expressions ('/1E)LPE and
parameterized statements (o/E)Lps are given by
q, ::= Xu·e
if;::= Xu·s,

with the restriction that u does not occur at the left-hand side of an assignment in e or s. For
aEObj, q,=Xu·e and if;=Xu·s, we shall use q,(a) and l/;(a) to denote the expression and the statement
obtained by syntactically substituting a for all free occurrences of u in q, and if;, respectively. The restriction just mentioned ensures that the result of this substitution again is a well-formed expression or
statement.
Let us explain the new syntactic constructs. In addition to what we already had in LE, an expression eELE' can be an active object a or a pair (e,q,) of an expression e and a parameterized expression q,. The latter will be executed as follows: First the expression e is evaluated, then the result p is
substituted in q, and q,(fi) is executed. As new statements we have release statements release(fi,s) and
parameterized statements (e,q,). If the statement release(fi,s) is executed, the active object P will start
executing the statement s (in parallel to the objects that are already executing). The release statement
will be used in the description of the communication between two objects (see definition 4.8 below).
The interpretation of (e,l/;) is similar to that of (e,q,).
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DEFINITION 4.3 (Empty statement)
The set Ls·, as given in the definition above, is extended with a special element E, denoting the empty
statement. This extended set is again called Ls·· Note that we do not have elements like s;E or
doe then E od in Ls·· (There is, however, one exception: We do allow E in if e then s else E fi,
which is needed in definition 4.8(A8) below.)
DEFINITION 4.4 (States)
The set of states (o E)~ is defined by
~=(AObj ~

IVar

~

~

TVar

~

X(AObj

Obj)
Obj)

X 'fJ>fin (AObj).

The three components of a are denoted by <ai. o2 , 03>. The first and the second component of a
state store the values of the instance variables and the temporary variables of each active object. The
third component contains the object names currently in use. We need it in order to give unique names
to newly created objects.
We shall use the following variant notation. By o{{Jla, x} (with xelVar) we shall denote the state
o' that is as o but for the value of o 1'(a)(x), which is {J. Similarly, we denote by o{{Jla, u} (with
ueTVar) the state o' that is as o but for the value of o 1'(a)(u), which is {J.
4.5 (Labelled statements)
The set of labelled statements ((a, s)e)LStat is given by LStat=AObjXLs'·
DEFINITION

A labelled statement (a, s) should be interpreted as a statements which is going to be executed by
the active object a.
Sometimes, we also need labelled parameterized statements. Therefore, we extend LStat:
LStat' = LStat U ( A Obj X Lps).

A pair (a,o/) indicates that the active object a will execute the statement 1" as soon as it receives a
value which it can supply to 1" as an argument.
Before we can give the definition of a transition relation for POOL, we first have to explain which
configurations and transition labels we are going to use.
DEFINITION 4.6 (Configurations)
The set of configurations (pe)Confis given by

Con/= 'fJ>fin(LStat) X ~.

We also introduce:
Conf ='fJ>fin(LStat') X ~

Typical elements of Con/and Conf will also be indicated by <X,o> and <Y,o>.
We shall consider only configurations <X,o> that are consistent in the following sense: For
X={(ai. s 1), ••• ,(ak> sk)}, we call <X,o> consistent if the following conditions are satisfied:
Vi,je{l, ... ,k}

[i~j ~a;~aj],

and

{ai. ... , ak} ~a3.

Whenever we introduce a configuration <X, o>, it will be tacitly assumed that it is consistent.
A configuration <X, o>, consisting of a finite set X of labelled statements and a state o,
represents a "snap shot" of the execution of a POOL program. It shows what objects are active and
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what statements they are executing; furthermore, it contains a state o, in which the values of the variables of the active objects as well as the set of object names currently in use are stored.
DEFINITION 4.7 (fransition labels)
The set of transition labels (A. e )A is given by

A= {T} U {(a, {J 1!m(/Ji)): a,fJ 1 eAObj, fJieObj} U {(ft?m): fJeAObj}.
These labels will be used in the definition of the transition relation below and are to be interpreted
as follows. The label T indicates a so-called computation step. Next, (a, fJ 1!m(/Ji)) indicates that object
a sends a message to object fJ 1 requesting the execution of the method m with parameter fJi. Finally,
(ft?m) indicates that the object fJ is willing to answer a message specifying the method m.
Now we are ready to define a transition relation for POOL.
DEFINITION 4.8 (fransition relation)
Let U e Unit. We define a labelled transition relation
-u~

c Conf XAX Conf'.

Triples <pi. A, Pi> e - U ~ will be called transitions and are denoted by
P1 - U, A.~ Pi·

Such a transition reflects a possible execution step of type A. of the configuration p 1, yielding a new
configuration Pi. The relation - U ~ is defined as the smallest relation satisfying the following properties:
Axioms

(Al) <{(a, (x, If))}, o> - U,

T~

<{(a, (01(a)(x), If))}, o>

(A2) <{(a, (u, o/))}, o> - U,

T~

<{(a, (oi(a)(u), o/))}, a>

(A3) <{(a, (/J1 !m(/Ji), 1/t)}, o> - U, (a, (/J1 !m(/Ji)))~ <{(a, o/)}, a>
T~

(A4) <{(a, (new (C), o/))}, o> - U,
c~sceU,

<{(a, (ft, o/)), (ft, sc)}, o'>, where:

fJ=v(o 3), o'= <oi. oi, o3 U {fJ}>.

(AS) <{(a,z+-p)},o> - U,

T~

<{(a,E)},o{fJ/a, z}>, for ze /Var U TVar.

(A6) <{(a, answer m)}, a> - U,

(a?m)~

<{(a,E)},o>

oo e then s oo )},o> - U, T~
<{(a, if e then (s; oo e then s oo) else E

(A7) <{(a,

fi )},o>

Rules
(Rl) If <{(a, (e,A.u-z+.-u))),o> - U,
then <{(a, z+-e)},o> - U,

(R2) If <{(a, s)},o> -U,
then <{(a, s;t)},o>

A.~

A.~

A.~

p,

p, for z e/VarU TVar.

<{(a, s'))UX,o'>,

-U,A.~

<{(a, s';t)}UX,o'>

(read t instead of s';t if s'=E).
If <{(a, s)},o> -U,

A.~

<{(a, o/)}UX,o'>,
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then <{(a, s;t)},a> -U,

A~

<{(a, Xu-(1/J(u);t))}UX,a'>.

(R3) If <{{a, S;)},a> -U, A~ p, then <{(a, if /J then S1 else S2 fi )},a> -U, A~ p,
SI if /J=tt
where s;= { si if /J= ff.

(R4) If <{(a, t),(ft,s)},a> - U,

x~ p,

then <{(a, release (ft,s);t)},a> - U,

x~ p

(read release(ft,s) instead of release(ft,s);t if t=E).
(R5) If <{(a, (e,Xu-if u then S1 else s2fi ))},a> then <{(a, if e then S1 else S2 fi )},a> - U,

u, x~ p,
A~ p.

(Here s 2 is allowed to be E.)
(R6) If <{(a, ((ei.Xu!"(e2,Xu2·u1!m(u2))),o/))},a> -U,
then <{(a, (e1 !m(e2),o/))},a>- u,
(R7) If <{(a, s;(e,o/))},a> -U,

x~ p,

(R8) If <{(a, (e,Xu·(c/>(.u),o/)))},a> - U,

x~

x~ p,

p.

then <{(a, (s;e,o/))},a> -U,
x~ p,

x~ p.

then <{(a, ((e,«J>),o/))},a> - U,
x~ p,

(R9) If <{(a, o/(ft))},a> - U,

x~ p,

then <{(a, (ft,o/))},a> - U,

If <{(a, 1/J(a))},a> - U,

x~ p,

then <{(a, (self,o/))},a> - U,

x~ p.

for fJeObj.

x~ p.

<X',a'>, then <XU Y,a> - U, x~ <X'U Y,a'>.

(RIO) If <X,a> - U,

x~

(Rll) If <X,a> -U,

(a,/J1!m(ft2))~

<{(a, o/)}UX',a> and

<Y,a> - U, fJ1?m~ <{(ft1,s)} U Y',a>,

then <XU Y,a> -U,

T~

<{<Pi.(em,Au·(um+-a2<P1)(um); release(a, o/(u));s)))} U X'U Y',a'>,

where a'=a{fJ2l/Ji.um}, and m<=<um,em> eU.
(End of definition.)
The general scheme for the evaluation of an expression is very similar to the approach taken in
[AB88]. Expressions always occur in the context of a (possibly parameterized) statement, such as
x+-e. A statement containing e as a subexpression is transformed into a pair (e,o/) of the expression e
and a parameterized statement o/ by application of one of the rules. (In our example, x +-e becomes
(x, Xu·x+-u) by an application of (Rl).) Then e is evaluated, using the axioms and rules, and results
in some value fJ'eObj. (Applying (Al) transforms (x, Xu·x+-u) of our example into (ft', Xu·x+-u), for
some fJ' eObj.) Next, an application of (R9) will put the resulting object fJ' back into the original context o/ (yielding x+-fJ' in our example). Finally, the statement o/(ft') is further evaluated by using the
axioms and the rules. (The evaluation of x+-fJ' results, by using (A6), in a transformation of the
state.)
Let us briefly explain some of the axioms and rules above.
In (A4) a new object is created. Its name fJ is obtained by applying the function v to the set a 3 of
the active object names currently in use and is delivered as the result of the evaluation of new(C). The
body sc of class C, defined in the unit U, is going to be evaluated by fJ. Note that the state a is
changed by extending a 3 with fJ.
In (R8), the evaluation of an expression pair (e, <J>), where «J> is a parameterized expression, in the
context of a parameterized statement o/ is reduced to the evaluation of the expression e in the context
of the adapted parameterized statement Xu·(c/>(.u),o/).
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(Rl 1) describes the communication rendez-vous of POOL. If the object a is sending a message to
object /Ji. requesting the execution of the method m and if the object /3 1 is willing to answer such a
message, then the following happens: The object fJ 1 starts executing the expression en., which
corresponds to the definition of the method m in U, while its state a 2(/1 1) is changed by setting um,
the formal parameter belonging to m, to {J2 , the parameter sent by the object a to /3 1• After the execution of em, the object fJ1 continues by executing Um+-a2(/11)(um), which restores the old value of Um,
followed by the statement release(a,i/;(u));s. The execution of release(a,o/(u)) will reactivate the object
a, which starts executing o/(u), the statement obtained by substituting the result u of the execution of
em into ifl. Note that during the execution of em the object a is non-active, as can be seen from the
fact that a does not occur as the name of any labelled statement in the configuration resulting from
this transition. Finally, the object {J 1 proceeds with the execution of the statement s which is the
remainder of its body.
(Note that we have not incorporated any transitions for the standard objects; this is done in
Appendix III.)
Now we are ready for the definition of the operational semantics of POOL. It will use the following
semantic universe.
DEFINITION 4.9 (Semantic universe P)
Let (we)l:f =l:* Ul:"' Ul:*·{o}, the set of streams. We define

(p,qe)P='2.~~ncompac1(l:f)

•

where qpncompuci(l:i)') is the set of all non-empty compact subsets of l:i)', and the symbol a denotes
deadlock. The set P is a complete metric space when supplied with the usual metric (see definition
A.6).
The elements of P will be used to represent the operational meanings of statements and units. For
a given state ael:, the set p(a) contains streams w e'2.f, which are sequences of states representing
possible computations. They can be of one of three forms: If w er, it stands for a finite normally
terminating computation. If w el:"', it represents an infinite computation. Finally, if w el:* ·{o}, it
reflects a finite abnormally terminating computation, which is indicated by the symbol a for deadlock.
DEFINITION 4.10 (Operational semantics for POOL)
We define the operational semantics of finite subsets of labelled statements. Let, for a unit UeUnit,
the function

Wu:
be given, for

(~fin(LStat)~P)~(~fin(LStat)~P)

FE~fin(LStat)~P

and Xeqj>fin(LStat), by:

{t:} if 'r/o:Vs [(a,s)eX~s=E]
wu(F)(X)=:=Aa· {o} if ..,<X,a> - U, T~ and 3a3s [s:f:EA(a,s)EX]
{ U {a'·F(X')(a'): <X, a> - U, T~ <X',a'>} otherwise,
where
<X,a> - U,

T~

= 3X'3a' [ <X,a> - U,

Now the operational semantics 0u:

~fin(LStat)~P

T~

<X',a'> ].

is given as

0u= Fixed Point (Wu).

It is straightforward to prove that Wu is a contraction and thus has a unique fixed point.
The definition of Wu is very similar to the definition of Win the previous section (definition 2.5). If,
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for a given XE6Jftn(LStat) and oE~, we have that ..,<X,o> - U, T~, then no computation steps,
which are indicated by T, are possible from <X,o>. The transitions that are possible are of the form
<X,o> - U, (a,/3 1!m(/32)) ~p, or <X,o> - U, (a?m) ~p',

denoting attempts of a single object a to perform a communication action without any matching
object being present. This is an instance of deadlock and therefore we here have: eu[X.B(o)={a}. On
the other hand, for every transition
<X,o> - U, T ~<X',o'>

the set 8ulX.B(o) includes the set o'· 8u[X')(o'), in which the transformed state o' is concatenated with
the operational meaning of X' in state o'.
Finally, we can give the operational semantics of a unit.
(Operational semantics of a unit)
be given, for a unit U= <( ... , Cn<:=sn), ... >,by

DEFINITION 4.11

Let ( · · · ) 6 :

Unit~P

[UJe =eu( {(v(0),sn)} ).
The execution of a unit U= <( ... , Cn<==sn), ... > consists of the creation of an object of class Cn
and the execution of its body. Its name is given by v(0), the name of the first object.

Comparison with [ABKR86(a)]
In {ABKR86(a)], an operational semantics for POOL is defined which differs from

eu in a number
transition
labelled
a
have
we
whereas
used
is
labels
without
relation
transition
a
There,
of respects:
statewait
so-called
a
of
means
by
modeled
is
communication
[ABKR86(a)]
in
further,
here;
relation
ment as opposed to the release statement we use here; also our use of parameterized expressions and
statements is new. All these differences can be seen as minor variations of the semantic definitions
and are motivated by the main goal of this paper, which is to relate the operational semantics with
the denotational one. There is one major difference, however, which we shall treat in some detail: In
definition 4.10 of this paper, eu is given as the fixed point of a contraction, whereas in [ABKR86(a)]
the operational semantics is defined in terms of finite and infinite sequences of transitions. In order
to show the equivalence of both approaches, we now define an operational semantics e{, in the style
of [ABKR86(a)], for which we next shall prove that it equals eu.
(Alternative operational semantics)
the function
Unit,
E
U
a
Let, for

DEFINITION 4.12

8{,: 6Jfin(LStat)~P

be given as follows. Let XE6Jfin(LStat) and oE~. We put for a word

wE~a°:

wE8{,[X](o)
if and only if one of the following conditions is satisfied:
(1) w =o 1 · · · on and there exist X h . • . , Xn such that
<X,o>

(2) w = o 1o2

• • •

• • •

-U,T~

<Xi.01>

and there exist X I> X 2 ,

<X,o>

(3) w =a 1

-U,T~

-U,T~

<X1>01>

on ·a and there exist X i.

• • •

-U,T~

<Xmon> and V(a,s)EXn[s= E]

such that

-U,T~
. . . ,

···

<X2,02>

Xn such that

-U,T~

···
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It is not straightforward that the sets l9if[X](o) are in P, that is, that they are compact; we prove
this fact in the following
LEMMA

4.13 (Compactness ofl9u): For every Xe<fl'fin(LStat) and oel:: l9if[X](o) is compact.

PROOF

Let (w;); be a sequence of words in l9if[X](o) ( kl:r), say

= o}otof ...

W;

We show that (w;); has a converging subsequence with its limit in l9if[X](o). Assume for simplicity
that all words w; are infinite. Since w; el9if[X](o), for every i, there exist infinite transition sequences
such that
(omitting the labels U,T). From the definition

of~

it follows that the set

<X,o>~<X',o'>}

{ <X',o'>:

is finite. Thus there exists a pair < X 1, o 1 > such that for infinitely many i's:
<X},o} >
Let/ 1 :1\1~1\1

= <X i.01 >.

be a monotonic function with, for all;,

<X}<;» o}(i)> = <Xi.01>.

Next we proceed with the subsequence (wf,(i)); of (w;); and repeat the above argument, now with
respect to the set

{ <X',o'>: <X i.o 1 >~<X',o'> }.
Continuing in this way, we find a sequence of monotonic functions ifk)k> defining a sequence of
subsequences of (w;);, and a sequence of configurations ( <Xk>ok> )k such that
'f/k 'flj 'f/i .,,;;;,.k ( o}.(j)

and

= 0;]

<X,o>~<Xi.o 1 >~<X 2 ,o 2 >~

···

and moreover such that the sequence (wf.,,(i»i is a subsequence of the sequence of (wf.(i»i· Now we
define
g(i)

= f;(i).

Then we have
.limwg (i)

t-+00

= 0 10 2 03 • • •.

Thus we have constructed a converging subsequence of (w;); with its limit in l9if[X](o). (In case the
words w; are not all infinite a similar argument can be given.)
It is not difficult to show that l9u=l9u:
THEOREM

PROOF

4.14: l9u=0u

with
Compp

= ~XP,

{aoi1iwqmo:)

:Imi..rnup:;; i.lHrwolkil

:i1u

bH1n.scl)

ie1f1aiH;e Ji h;rlJ tbJJ2 ~d

Sendp = ObjX MNameX Ob~(')'{)toM'1'iJ)~ J>',\.JJ(ti)~I

u (l,)i_Ji(~i''l!J

S:.c

i10lTIMB:.tG

;;,.io-.<\ X :a;.: ll t::>.1

·eJ.. ::: ¥il 11,

::H'~~~pp~~ "61)~ !Jit:Tf&n;.xU(bbj5~(buj~PJi4l lpJ. i' I! 0 ~ J.<rfh JbH2 b~ ' {I}'\) I

{\3 \' ,(\

H.r

lOi

(The sets {p 0 }, ~. Obj, and MName become complete ultra-metric~~ bt:'su\,plyih8Jlb.em with the
, {'-i: :..;. q ,'f. ? it o, ·' i w; U = ·en I·1-.
discrete metric.)
In [AR88], it is described how to find for such an equation a solution which ~'!,_ittqtii i~~C>"li§GW

phy.. Let us try ~o explain intuitively the ~te~ded_ interpreta~Qni'~f111;he::Q.ogi~·"J!~~\~~~..t. we o~sen:e
that m the equauon above the subexpress1on 1d ¥.! 1s necessary orily fo guarante.e that the equation ts
solvable by defining a contracting functor on e, thel.eatego1f116'f~\npl~tentetl\ltl sp~t(sttt.~endix
I). For a, say, m~re operational understanding, o,!1tltR ~~,,i-OR,~tj;~~.&~t J!!a~tlt~: ,, ., 1 n>
A process p eP is either p 0 or a function from t''to '?Pco',,i,act(Stepp), the set ofall 'l:onipact subsets of
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Stepp. The process p 0 is the terminated process. For p::/=p 0 , the process p has the choice, depending
on the current state a, among the steps in the set p (a). If p(o)= 0, then no further action is possible,
which is interpreted as abnormal termination. For p(o)::/=0, each step wep(o) consists of some action
(for instance, a change of the state o or an attempt at communication) and a resumption of this
action, that is to say, the remaining actions to be taken after this action. There are three dift'erent
_
types of steps we Stepp.
First, a step may be an element of l: X P, say
w= <o',p'>.
The only action is a change of state: o' is the new state. Here the process p' is the resumption, indicating the remaining actions process p can do. (Whenp'=p 0 no steps can be taken after this step w.)
Secondly, 'IT might be a send step, we Sendp. In this case we have, say

'IT= <a.,m,/J,f,p>,
with a.eObj,m eMName,/JeObj, f e(Obj_,.P), and p eP. The action involved here consists of an
attempt at communication, in which a message is sent to the object a, specifying the method m,
together with the parameter /J. This is the interpretation of the first three components a.,m, and /J.
The fourth component f, called the dependent resumption of this send step, indicates the steps that
will be taken after the sender has received the result of the message. These actions will depend on the
result, which is modeled by f being a function that yields a process when it is applied to an object
name (the result of the message). The last component p, called the independent resumption of this
send step, represents the steps to be taken after this send step that need not wait for the result of the
method execution.
Finally, 'IT might be an element of Answerp, say

"' = <a.,m,g>
with a.eObj, m eMName, and g e(Obj_,.(Obj_,.P)_,. 1P). It is then called an answer step. The first
two components of 'IT express that the object a. is willing to accept a message that specities the method
m. The last component g, the resumption of this answer step, specities what should happen when an
appropriate message actually arrives. The function g is then applied to the parameter in this message
and to the dependent resumption of the sender (specitied in its corresponding send step). It then
delivers a process which is the resumption of the sender and the receiver together, which is to be composed in parallel with the independent resumption of the send step.
We now define a semantic operator for the parallel composition (or merge) of two processes, for
which we shall use the symbol II. It is auxiliary in the sense that it does not correspond to a syntactic
operator in the language POOL.
DBFINipo~ 5.2_ (Parallel

composition)
Let II :Pxp_,.p be such that it satisfies the following equation:
p llq = M· ((p(o)!Lq) U (q(o)llp) U (p(o) I0 q(o))),

for allp,qeP\ {po}, and such thatpollq=qllpo=p 0 • Here, XILq and Xl 0 Y are defined by:
A

XILq = {trllq: treX}.

U {wl

XloY =

0

p: 'lfEX, peY},

where flfiq is given by
A

<o',p'>llq
,.
<a,m,/J,f,p >llq
A

<a,m,g>llq

= <o',p'llq>,
= <a.,m,/J,f,pllq>, and

= <a,m,AfJ·M·(g(JJ)(h)llq)>,
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and '1TlaP by
{<a, g(fl)(f)llp>} if w= <a,m,{J,f,p >and p= <a,m,g>
or p= <a,m,fJ,f,p > and '71'= <a,m,g >
'1Tjap=
{0
otherwise.
We observe that this definition is self-referential, since the merge operator occurs at the right hand
side of the definition. For a formal justification of this definition see the appe~ _gf [~BKR86(b)],
where the merge operator is given as the unique fixed point of a contraction on PXP~' P.
Since we intend to model parallel composition by interleaving, the merge of two processes p and q
consists of three parts. The first part contains all possible first steps of p followed by the parallel composition of their respective resumptions with q. The second part contains similarly the first steps of q.
The last part contains the communication steps that result from two matching communication steps
taken simultaneously by process p and q. For weStepp the definition of '11'1 q is straightforward. The
definition of '1TlaP is more involved. It is the empty set if w and p do not match. Now suppose they do
match, say w= <a,m, fJ,f,p > and p= <a,m,g >. Then w is a send step, denoting a request to object
a to execute the method m, and p is an answer step, denoting that the object a is willing to accept a
message that requests the execution of the method m. In '1T I0 p, the state o remains unaltered. Since
g, the third component of p, represents the meaning of the execution of the method m, it needs the
parameter fJ that is specified by a. Moreover, g depends on the dependent resumption f of the send
step '11'. This explains why both fJ and fare supplied as arguments to the function g. Now it can be
seen that g(fl)(j)llp represents the resumption of the sender and the receiver together. (In order to get
more insight in this definition it is advisable to return to it after having seen the definition of the
semantics of an answer statement.)
The merge operator is associative, which can easily be proved as follows. Define
E

= supp,q,reP {dp((p llq)llr, p ll(qllr))}

Then, using the fact that the operator II satisfies the equation above, one can show that E..,;; ~·E.
Therefore E =0, and II is associative.
Now we come to the definition of the semantics of expressions and statements. We specify a pair of
functions <6DE,6Ds> of the following type:

6DE: LE~AObJ~ ContE ~' P,

6D5 : Ls~AObJ~ Conts ~'P
where
ContE=ObJ~P

and Cont5 =P.

Lets eL5 , aeAObj, and p eP. The semantic value of the statements is given by

6D5 [s )(a)(p ).
The object name a represents the object that executes s. Secondly, the semantic value of s depends
on its so-called continuation p: the semantic value of everything that will happen after the execution of
s. The main advantage of the use of continuations is that it enables us to describe the semantics of
expressions in a concise and elegant way.
The semantic value of an expression e eLE, for an object a and an expression continuation
f e ContE, is given by
"DE[e ](a)(f).

The evaluation of an expression e always results in a value (an element of Obj), upon which the
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continuation of such an exp!_ession generally depends. The function f, when applied to the result P of
e, will yield a process j(/J) EP that is to be executed after the evaluation of e.
Please note the difference between the notions of resumption and continuation. A resumption is a
part of a semantic step 'TTEStep-p, indicating the remaining steps to be taken after the current one. A
continuation, on the other hand, is an argument to a semanti<l function. It may appear as a resumption in the result. A good example of this is the definition of F 8 (x+-e) (in definition 5.3(Sl)) below.
DEFINITION

5.3 (Semantics of expressions and statements)

Let
QE
Qs

= LE~AObJ~ContE~I P
= Ls~AObJ~Cont8 ~ 1 P.

For every unit U E Unit we define a pair of functions 6Du= <6DE, 6Ds> by
6Du= Fixed Point (i'u),
where
i'u: (QEXQs)

~

(QEXQs)

is defined by inducti<?_n on !;he ~tructure of LE and 0 by the following £_lauses. For F= <FE> Fs>
we denote i'u(F) by F= <FE, F8 >. LetpEConts=P, fEContE=ObJ~P and aEAObj. Then:
ExPRESSIONS

(El, instance variable)
A

FE(x)(a)(f)=A<J·{ <a,f(a1(a)(x))> }.
The value of the instance variable x is looked up in the first component of the state a supplied with
the name a of the object that is evaluating the expression. The continuation f is then applied to the
resulting value.
{E2, temporary variable)
A

FE(u)(a)(f)=A.a·{ <a,/(a2(a)(u))>}
{E3, send expression)
A

A

A

FE(e1 !m(e2))(a)(f)=FE(e1)(a)(A./l1·FE(e2)(a)(A/l2·A.a·{ </li.m,/l2,f.po> })).
The expressions e 1 and e 2 are evaluated successively. Their results correspond to the formal parameters P1 and P2 of their respective continuations. Finally, a send step is performed. The object name /1 1
refers to the object to which the message is sent; /J2 represents the parameter for the execution of the
method m. Besides these values and the method name m, the final step </li.m, /l2,f,p 0 > also contains the expression continuation f of the send expression as the dependent resumption. If the attempt
at communication succeeds, this continuation will be supplied with the result of the method execution.
The independent resumption of this send step is initialized at p 0 •
(FA, new-expression)
FE( new (C))(a)(f)=A.a·{ <o',j(/J)llFs(sc)(/J)(po)> },
where

o'=<oi.02,a3U{/J}>,

C~scEU.

A new object of class C is created. It is called P{o3): the function v supplied with the set of all object
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names currently in use yields a name that is not yet being used. The state o is changed by expanding
the set o3 with the new name {J. The process F 5 (sc)(/3)(p 0 ) is the meaning of the body of the new
object fJ with p 0 as a nil continuation. It is composed in parallel with j(/3), the process resulting from
the application of the continuation f to {J, the result of the evaluation of this new-expression. We are
able to perform this parallel composition because we know from f what should happen after the
evaluation of this new-expression, so here the use of continuations is essential.
(ES, sequential composition)
A

A

A

FE(s ;e)(a)(j)=Fs(s)(a)(FE(e)(a)(j)).

The continuation of sis the execution of e followed by f Note that a semantic operator for sequential
composition is absent: the use of continuations has made it superfluous.
(E6, selt)
A

FE( self)(a)(j)= f(a).

The continuation off is supplied with the value of the expression self, that is, the name of the object
executing this expression. We use f(a) instead of "A{J·{ <o,f(a)>} in this definition wishing to express
that the value of self is immediately present: it does not take a step to evaluate it.
STATEMENTS

(SI, assignment to an instance variable)
A

A

F8 (x~e)(a)(p)=FE(e)(a)("A{J·A.o·{ <o',p> }),

where o'=o{fJ!a,x}. The expression e is evaluated and the result fJ is assigned to x.
(S2, assignment to a temporary variable)
A

A

Fs(u~e)(a)(p)=FE(e)(a)("J\.P·"Ao·{ <o',p> }),

where o'=o{{Jla,u}.
(S3, answer statement)
A

Fs( answer m)(a)(p)=A.o·{ <a,m,Km> },

where

with
o'=o{{Jla,um}.
a'=a{ 02(a)(um)la,um}.
m*=<Um,em >EU.

The function Km represents the execution of the method m followed by its continuation. This function
Km expects a parameter fJ and an expression continuation f, both to be received from an object sending a message specifying the method m. The execution of the method m consists of the evaluation of
the expression em, which is used in the definition of m, preceded by a state transformation in which
the temporary variable um is initialized at the value fJ. After the execution of e, this temporary variable is set back to its old value again. Next, both the continuation of the sending object, supplied
with the result fJ' of the execution of the method m, and the given continuation p are to be executed
in parallel. This explains the last resumption: /{/3')11p.
Now that we have defined the semantics of send expressions and answer statements let us briefly
return to the definition of '17'1 0 p (definition 5.2). Let '17'= <a,m,{J,f,q> (the result from the elaboration of a send expression) and p= <a,m,K> (resulting from an answer statement). Then '1T I0 p is
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defined as
'TT

IaP= { <o,g(fi)(j)llq> }.

We see that the execution of the method m proceeds in parallel with the independent resumption q of
the sender. Now that we know how g is defined we have
g(fi)(j)=A.o·{ <o',FE(em)(a)(Afl'·A.a·( <o',/(fi')llp> })> }.
The continuation of the execution of m is given by A./J'·A.a·( <O',/(fi')llp> }, which consists of a state
transformation followed by the parallel composition of the continuations f and p. This represents the
fact that after the rendez-vous, during which the method is executed, the sender and the receiver of
the message can proceed in parallel again. (Of course, the independent resumption q may still be executing at this point.) Moreover, the result /J' of the method execution is passed on to the continuation f of the send expression.
(S4, sequential composition)
A

A

A

F5 (s 1;s2)(a)(p )=Fs(s 1)(a)(Fs(s2)(a)(p )).

(SS, conditional)
A

Fs( if e then s1 else s2 fi )(a)(p)=
A

FE(e)(a)(A/J· if /J=tt
A

else Fs(s2Xa)(p)
fi ).
(S6, loop statement)

Fs( doe then s od )(a)(p)=

A.o·{ <o, FE(e)(a)(A./J) ·if /3=tt
A

then F5 (s)(a)(Fs( doe then sod )(a)(p))
elsep
fi )> }.
(End of definition 5.3.)
It is not difficult to prove that i' u is a contraction and hence has a unique fixed point 6Du. As a
matter of fact, we have defined i' u such that it satisfies this property. Note that the original functions FE and Fs have been used in only three places: in the definition of the semantics of a newexpression, of an answer statement, and of a loop statement. Here the syntactic complexity of the
defining part is not necessarily less than that of what is being defined. At those places, we have
ensured that the definition is "guarded" by some step A.a·{ <o', ... > }. It is easily verified that in
this manner the contractiveness of i'u is indeed implied.
DEFINITION 5.4 (Denotatio~al semantics of a unit)
We define [ · · · ]ciJ: Unit~P. For a unit UEUnit, with U= <( ... , Cn<:=sn), ... >,we set

[U]cil =6Dslsnl(v(0))(po).

The execution of a unit always starts with the creation of an object of class Cn and the execution of
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its body. Therefore, the meaning of a unit U is given by the denotational meaning of sc, the body of
class Cm supplied with 11(0), denoting the name of the first active object, and withp 0 , the empty continuation.

Comparison with [ABK.R86(b)]

There are some differences between the denotational semantics <6.DE,6.Ds> presented here arid the
denotational semantics given in [ABKR86(b)]: The former model is given as the fixed point of a contraction Vu and does not use so-called environments to deal with process creation (new(C)) and the
meaning of the execution of a method (answer m); the latter model is defined without the use of a
contraction and does use environments. In [ABK.R86(b)], the semantics of a unit U is given with the
help of a special environment Yu. which contains information about the class and method definitions
in U and is obtained as the fixed point of a suitably defined contraction. Another difference is the
way the loop statement is treated: In this paper, the definition of its semantics fits smoothly in the
definition of <6.DE,6.Ds> as a fixed point. In [ABKR86(b)], a contraction is defined especially for this
case.
Another way to express these differences is that the three constructs for recursion present in POOL
(i.e., the new expression, the answer and the loop statement) are treated here by means of one fixed
point definition, whereas in [ABKR86(b)], environments are used for the first two forms of recursion
and a specially defined contraction for the last one. However, we state (without proof) that the two
definitions are equivalent: it is straightforward how to translate the one approach into the other.
An additional difference between the denotational semantics of a unit given here and the one
presented in [ABK.R86(b)] is the presence of a semantic representation of the standard objects in the
latter, whereas these are not treated in this section. As mentioned before, we do not treat standard
objects now because we want to concentrate on the correctness proof. In order to show, however, that
our proof (to be presented in section 1) can also deal with standard objects, we shall extend, in
Appendix III, both our operational and our denotational semantics with a semantic representation of
standard objects, and prove that the correctness result still holds for these extended models.

6.

AN INTERMEDIATE SEMANTICS

After having defined an intermediate semantics 0u for '5'fin (LStat) and a denotational semantics 6.Du
for LE and Ls we shall, in the next section, discuss the relationship between the two. As we did in
section 2, we sl.!!tll compare 0u and 6.Du by relating both to an intermediate semantics
fJu': 'fl'fin (LStat)~P, the definition of which is the subject of this section.
6.1 (Intermediate semanJics 0u')
Let U E Unit. Let 0u': '5'fin (LStat)~P be given by

DEFINITION.

0u' = Fixed Point (Wu').

where
Wu': ('5'fin (LStat)~P)~(<?J>fin (LStat)~P)

is defined, for F E<?Jlfin(LStat)~P and X E<?Jlfin (LStat), as follows.
If Va\fs [(a,s)EX'9s=E], then Wu'(F)(X)=p 0 • Otherwise we have
'!>u'(F)(X)=Aa-·(CFU SFUAF)

where
CF = ( <o',F(X')>: <X,o> - U, T~ <X',o'> },
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SF = { <fJi.m,fJ2,AfJ·F({(a,#fl))}), F(X')>:

<X,a> -U, (a,fJ 1!m(fJ2))...:, <{(a,\f)}UX',a>},
AF

= {<a,m,gm>:

gm

= X,B·Xj-(Xo·{ <a',6DE[emJ(a)(AfJ'·Xo·{ <a',j(fJ')llF({(a,s)})> })>} II F(X')),

<X,a> -U, (a?m)...:, <{(a,s)}UX',a>}

with

and

O'
o'

= a{fJ!a,um},
= o{a2(a)(um)la,um},

(It is straightforward to show that «llu' is a contraction.)

The function 19u~ differs from the operational semantics 19u in two ways. First, its range is the
semantic universe P, which is used for the denotational semantics "Du, instead of ~ the semantic
universe of 19u: For every set X e?Pfin (LStat) the function 19u' yields a process 19u'(X)eP, rather than a
function from states to sets of streams of states. Secondly, in addition to the computation steps (indicated by the set CF above) single-sided communication steps are present in 19u'(X) (indicated by SF
and AF, for send and answer steps), whereas 19u{X) contains only computation steps. On the other
hand, the similarity between the definitions of fJu and 19u' is obvious: both are based on the transition
relation - U...:, for ?Pfm(LStat).
At first sight, two facts regarding the relation be!._ween 19' u and "Du can be mentioned. First, they
have the same range, that is, the semantic universe P of processes, in which single-sided communication actions are visible. Secondly, "Du is defined compositionally with the use of semantic operators
(like the merge II), whereas the definition of 19u' is based, as was mentioned above, on the transition
relation - U...:,.
In the next section the relationship between 19u, 19u' and 6Du will be formally expressed. Let us, for
the time being, try to elucidate the definition of fJu' above by explaining what communication steps
are present in 19u'(X).
Corresponding with every send transition of the form
<X,a> - U, (a,fJ1 !m{{J2))...:, <{(a,o/)})UX',a>

the set l9u'(X){a), for a state ae~, contains a send step of the form
<Pi. m,

/12, A{J·fJu'({(a,\f{fJ))}), 19u'(X')>.

Here Pi. m and {12 indicate that a message specifying the method m with parameter /12 is sent to the
object {1 1• The dependent resumption of this send step is X,8·0u'({(a,o/{fJ))}): the meaning of the statement that will be executed by a as soon as it receives the result fJ of the message. The last component
of this send step, the independent resumption, consists of fJu'(X'), which is the meaning of all the
statements executed by objects other than a. Thus it is reflected that these objects need not wait till
the message is answered; they may proceed in parallel.
Next, fJu'(X)(a) can contain some answer steps. For every answer transition
<X,a> - U, (a?m)...:, <{(a,s)} UX',a>

the set 19u'(X)(a) includes an answer step
with gm as in the definition above. It indicates that the object a is willing to answer a message
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specifying the method m, while the resumption gm indicates what should happen when an appropriate
message arrives. This function gm, when supplied with a parameter P and a dependent resumption f
(both to be received from the sending object), consists of the parallel composition of the process
19u'(X') together with the process
Xii·{ <a', 6DE[em](a)(i\B'·Aa·{ <o', /(/J')lll9u'({(a,s)})> })>}.
(Note that we have used the function 6DE here; the definition of 0u' therefore depends on its
definition.) The process 0u'(X') stands for the meaning of all the statements executed by objects
other than the object a: these objects may proceed in parallel with the execution of the method m, the
meaning of which is indicated by the second process. Its interpretation is the same as in the definition
of 6D5 [answer m ](a)(p) in the previous section but for the fact that here the last resumption of this
process consists of /(/J')lll9u'({(a,s)}): the parallel composition of the dependent resumption of the
sender (supplied with the result P' of the method m) and the meaning of the statements, with which
the object a will continue after it has answered the message.

7.

SEMANTIC CORRECTNESS

We are now ready to establish the main result of this paper. We shall relate the operational semantics '9u and the denotational semantics 6Du by first comparing l9u and '9u', the intermediate semantics
defined in the previous section, and next comparing fJu' and 6Du. These relationships will be formally
expressed by means of suitably defined abstraction operations. From this we shall deduce the fact that
[ U] 8 = abstr([ U]6iJ),

where abstr:

P~P

is such an abstraction operation.

Part 1: Comparing fJu and

fJu'

We start with the definition of abstr:
fJu'·

P~P,

which relates the semantic universes P and P of fJu and

DEFINITIO~ 7.1

Let abstr:

(Abstraction operation abstr)
be defined as follows. We set abstr(p 0 )={t}. IfpEP\ {p 0 }, then
{a} if p(o)n Comp-p= 0
.
=~
r
abst (p)
{ U {o'·abstr(p')(o'): <o',p'> ep(o)} otherwise,

P~P

where Comp-p =~ XP. (Formally, we _Ean define this operation correctly by giving it as the fixed point
of a suitably defined contraction on P~P: See Appendix II for an extensive formal treatment of the
function abstr.)
The function abstr transforms a process p EP into a function abstr(p) EP = ~~~nc(~f), which
yields for every oE~ a set abstr(p)(o) of streams. (If one regards the process pas a tree-like structure,
these streams can be considered the branches of p.) If p(o)n Compf>= 0, that is, if p(o) is empty or
contains only single-sided communication steps, then we have a case of deadlock because, operationally, single-sided communication is not possible. Therefore we then have: abstr(p)(o)={a}. If, however, p(o) does contain a computation step <o',p'>, then we have: o'·abstr (p')(o')c;;;; abstr (p)(o).
The changed state o' is concatenated with abstr(p')(o'), in which o' is passed through to abstr applied
top', the resumption of <o',p'>. Thus the effect of different state transformations occurring subsequently in p is accumulated.
Next, we use the operation abstr to relate <'Pu and 'Pu'·
THEOREM 7.2

(Relating 'Pu and <'Pu'):

'iiFE~.fin(LStat)~P [<'Pu(abstr 0 F) = abstr

0

(tl>u'(F))]
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PROOF

Let

Fe'?ffin(LStat)~P,

oe~.

and

Xe'?ffin(LStat)

Suppose

-,lr/aVs [(a,s)eX=:.s =E].

If

-,<X,o> - U, ,,. ~. then
<Pu(abstr oF)(X)(o)={o}

= abstr(r'Pu'(F)(X))(o)
since iPu'(F)(X)(a)nComp-p= 0. (Recall that
iPu(abstr 0 F)(X)(o)

Comp-p=~XP.)

= LJ {o'·(abstr F)(X')(o'):
0

U {o'·(abstr(F)(X'))(o'):

If <X,o> -U, T~ we have

<X,o> - U,
<X,a> - U,

T~
T~

<X',o'>}
<X',o'>}

= [see definition 6.1 ]
abstr(Ao·CF)(o)

= abstr('ll.o·(CFUSFUAF))(o)
= abstr('Pu'(F)(X))(o)
= (abstr

0

'Pu'(F))(X)(o).

Since 'Pu and 'Pu' are contractions and thus have unique fixed points, the following corollary is
straightforward:
COROLLARY

7.3: fJu= abstr

fJu'

0

Part 2. Comparing fJu' and 6Du.
In order to compare flu': '?ffin(LStat)~P and ®ueQEXQs we define an extension of 6Du
(= <6DE, ®s>) in two steps. First, we define 6Du' (= <6DE',6Ds'> )eQE'X Qs', with
QE'

= LE'~AObJ~ ContE ~'P,

Qs' = Ls'~AObj~ Conts ~'P,

which is as ®u but with the extended sets of expressions and statements, LE' and Ls', for its domain.
(Recall that Ls' i_s used in the definition of LStat = AObj XLs'-) Next, we extend 6Du' to
6DLJ-: '?ffin (LStat)~P, which takes sets of labelled statements for its arguments.
7.4 (6Du')
i'J!: (QE'XQs')~(QE'XQs') be detinzcl as follows. For F=<:f'E, Fs~ we denote i''u(F) by
F=<FE, Fs>. Let aeAObj,pE Conts=P and/e ContE=ObJ~P. Now Fis defined similarly to
i'u(F) (definition 5.3) but with the following clauses added:
DEFINITION

~t

for fJeObj-;;JAObj,
FE((e,cp))(a)if)=FE(e)(a)('ll.fJ·FE(cp(fJ))(a)if))
FE(/J)(a)if)=f(/J),

F(E)(a)(p)=p

-

-

Fs (release{/J,s))(a)(p) =p 11Fs(s)(JJ)(p 0)

-

-

Fs((e, o/))(a)(p) = FE(e )(a)('ll.fJ·Fs(o/(/J))(a)(p )).

Finally, we set
6Du'= <6DE', 6Ds'>

= Fixed Point ('1'' u)-
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The meaning of (e,,qJ) Js optained .by first evaluating the expression e, then substituting. the result fJ
into the parameterlzed expression 'P and finally evaluating the expression qJ(/1). The interpretation of
6Ds'[(e,1/I)) is similat. In 6Ds'(release(,8,s))(a)(p), the meaning of the statements (when executed by the
object ft and with the empty continµation p 0 ) is computed and composed in parallel with the process
p, the continuation of the release statement.
DEFINITION 7.5 (6Du) _
Let 6D{,: ~1m(LStat)~P

be given by

6D{, =(6Du'),
where .-..: (QEXQ.s) ~ (~1m(LStat)~P) is defined as follows: If F= <FE> F5 >, then .-..(F), here
being denoted by F is given by
F({(ahs1), ... ,(ak,sk)})= Fs(s1)(a1)(po)ll · · · llFs(sk)(ak)(po).
(We pµt F(0)=po.)

-

- -

Note that we have: F(XU Y)=F(X)llF(Y).
The omission of parentheses in the. parallel composition above is justified by the fact that II is assq·
'
· ··
·
·
· ·
ciative.
computing
first
by
obtained
is
6Dif(X)
of
value
the
(a;,s;),
Given a finite set X of labelled statements
the semantics of every labelled statement (a;,s;)EX. This is given by 6D5 [s;](a;)(p 0), where the label a;
indicates the name of the object executing the statement and where p 0 indicates that afters; nothing
remains to be done. Next, all the resulting processes are composed in parallel.
Now that we have extended the domain of 6Du to ~1m(LStat) we are ready. to prove the fact that
6Du=flu'. It is a straightforward oorollary of theorem 7.7 befow; The proot'of this thoorem makes use
of the following
LEMMA 7.6

For all aeAObj and o/ELps we have:
'V/J [ll>u'(6Du)({(a,o/(/J))})

= 6DU({(a,o/(/J))})] ~

'fie eLE' [ ll>u'("Du)({(a,(e, o/))}) = 6DU({ (a,(e, o/))}) 1
PROOF

The proof uses induction on the cqmplexity of expressions. We treat two simple basic cases, being
(lazy and) confident that these will show the reader how to proceed in the other cases. So let
aEAObj and 1/IELps and suppose
'V/J [ ll>u'(6Du)({ (a,o/(/1))}) = 6DU({ (a,o/(/1))}) ].

For e = fJ we have
ll>u'(6Du)({ (a,(fi,o/))})

= ll>u'(6Du)({ (a.o/(fi))})
= [ hypothesis ]
6j) u({

<a. ¥<P>>})

= 6Ds'[1f(/J)](a)(po)
= "Ds'[(/1,1/l))(a)(po)

= 6DU({(a,(/1,o/))});
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lf>u'(6Dir)({(a,(fi1!m(fi7.),o/))}) = Ao·{ </Ji.m,/12,A/J·"Dir({(a,o/(fi))}), po>}
= Ao·{ </Ji.m, /12,A/J-"Ds'[o/(fi))(a)(po), Po>}
= 6DE'[/J1J(a)(A/J' 1·6DE'[/J2J(a)(A/J'1 ·
Ao·{ </J'i.m,/J'2, A{J·"Ds'[o/(fi))(a)(po), po>}))
= 6DE'lfJ1 !m(fi2)](a)(A/J·"Ds'[o/<P))(a)(po))
= "Ds'[(fi1 !m<fi2), o/)](a)(po)
= 6Dir({(a,(fi1!m(fi2), If))}).
THEOREM 7.7: lf>u'("Du)="Dir
PROOF
We show: VXE6Jfin(LStat) [lf>u'("Du)(X)="Dir(X)], using induction on the number of elements in X.

Case 1: X={(a,s)}, with aEA.Obj, sELs'·
The proof uses induction on the complexity of the statements. We treat some typical cases.

(i)

answer m:
lf>u'("Du)({(a, answer m)})= Ao·{ <a,m,gm>}
with

gm= A/J·Aj-Xa·{ <a',"DEleml(a)(A/J'·Aa·{ <o',f(fi')ll"Dir({(a,E)})> })>}
= 'A/J·Af'Aa·{ <a',"DE[emJ(a)(A/J'·'Ao·{ <o',f(fi')> })>}

a'

(and a' and
as in definition 6.1). If we compare this to the definition of "Ds[answer m]
(definition 5.3(S3)) we see
Ao·{ <a,m,gm>} = "Ds[answer m](a)(po)

= 6D ir( { (a,

answer m) }).

(ii) x+-e: we distinguish two subcases. First , if e =/J, then

lf>u'("Du)({(a,x+-/J)}) =Ao·{ <o{/Jla,x},p 0 >}

= "DE'[/J)(a)(A/J·Ao·{ <o{/Jla,x}, po>})
= "Ds'[x+-/J](a)(po)
= "Du({(a,x+-/J)}).
If efl.Obj, then:
lf>u'("Du)({(a,x+-e)})

= [definition

-

u~]

lf>u'("Du)({(a,(e,Au·x+-u))})
= [ see (v) below ]
"DU({ (a,(e,Au-x+-u))})

= "DE'[e](a)(A{J·"Ds'[x+-/J](a)(po))
= "Ds'[x+-e](a)(p 0 )
= "Dir({(a,x+-e)}).
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(iii) s 1 ;s 2: case analysis for s 1 •
(iv) do e then s od:
~u'(6Du)({(a,

doe then sod)})

= N7·{ <o,6DU({(a, if e then s;(do e then sod) else E fi )})>}
= Xo·{ <o,6DE'[e](a)(Ap· if P=tt then
6Ds'[s](a)(6Ds'[do e then s od](a)(po)) else Po fi )>}
= 6Ds'[do e then s od](a)(p 0)
= 6DU({(a, doe then s od )}).
(v) (e,o/): by induction we have that the theorem holds for (a,o/(/l)), for every PeObj. Now we can
apply lemma 7.6.
Case 2: X e6Jfin (LStat) and X has at least two elements.
Suppose we have two disjoint sets X 1 and X 2 in 6J>fin (LStat) with X = X 1 U X 2 such that
~u'(6Du)(X;)=6Dif(X;)

for i=l,2. Assume Xi. X 2=fo{<ai.E>, ... ,<amE>}. We shall show that from this induction
hypothesis it follows that
~ u'(6Dir)(X 1 U X 2)

= 6Dir(X 1 U X 2).

-

-

(fh!s is prove_? in very much the same way as the fact that ~'(6D)(p)=6D(p) and
11
~'(6D)(p '11')=6D(p '11'}, which occurs in theorem 2.14 of section 2.)
From the definition of - U-? (definition 4.8, rules 10 and 11) it follows that

-

-

~'(6D)('11')=6D('11')

implies

11

~'u(6DiJ)(X1

UX2)= Xo-(X'[ UXi UZ).

Here

X'[ = {<o', 6DU(X' 1 UX2)>: <Xi. o> -U,T-? <X'i. o'>}

U { <P1t m, P2, X/l·6Dir({(a, o/(ft))}), 6Dir(X1'UX2)>:
<Xi.o> -U, (a,/l1!m(ft2))-? <X1'U{(a,o/)} ,o>}

U { <a,m,gm>: <Xi.o> -U, (a?m)-? <X 1'U {(a,s)}, o>}
with
Km

= XP·Xj-(Xo·{ <O', 6DE[emJ(a)(A/l'·Aa·{ <o', /(ft')ll6Dir({(a,s)})> })>}
II 6DU(X1'UX2))

and em, O' and o' as in definition 6.1. The set
changed. Finally,

Xi is like Xj but with the roles of x 1 and

x 2 inter-

Z = { <o',6Dir({(fti. (em, Xu·(um~o2Ul1)(um); release (a,o/(u)); s)))} U X'1 UX2')>:
<.x;,o> -U, (a,/l 1!m(ft2))-? <{(a,o/)}UX/, o> and
<~,o>

-U,(Jl 1?m)-? <{(fti.s)}U~', o>, fori=l,j=2o ri=2,j=l}

(and o'=o{fl2/fJ1> Um}, m*=<Um, em> EU). The Steps in }(f correspond to the transition steps that
can be made from X 1 U X 2 as a result of a transition step from X; (by an application of rule 10 in the
definition of - U-?), for i= 1,2.
The set Z contains those steps that correspond with a communication transition from X 1 U X 2
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which results from a send transition from X; and an answer transition from
i = 2, j = l) by an application of rule 11.
Now we have
xy = fllu'(6Du)(X i)(a)lL 6Du(X2),

A1 =
z

~

(for i = I, j

=2

or

fllu'(6Du)(X2)(a)lL 6DU<X1).

= fllu'(6Du)(X 1)(a)lafllu'(6Du)(X2)(a).

The proofs of these facts are not difficult (but tiresome and therefore omitted). It follows that
Wu'(6Du)(X1 UX2)

= >.a·(.\'Y U.\1 UZ)
= Xa·(fll u'(6Du)(X i)(a)lL 6DU(X2) U
Ill u'(6Du)(X2)(a)lL 6DU(X I) u
Ill u'(6Du)(X2)(a)la Ill u'(6Du)(X2)(a))

= [ induction hypothesis ]
>.a·(6DU(X 1)(a)lL 6Du(X2) u

6DU{X2)(a)lL 6DU{X1)U
6DU(X 1)(a)l 0 6DU{X2)(a))

= [ definition II ]
6DU(X 1)ll6Du(X2)

= 6DU(X1 UX2).
This concludes the proof of theorem 7.7.
Since fJu' and 6Du are both fixed points of the same contraction fllu', they must be equal:
COROLLARY

7.8: 0u'=6Du

Part 3. Collecting the results
We have proved that 0u= abstr 0 0u' and that 0u'=6Du. Thus
THEoREM

7.9: eu= abstr

0

6Du

From this theorem we deduce the main theorem of this paper:
THEOREM

7.10: [U]8 = abstr([U]6D)

PROOF

Let U= <( ... , Cn<=sn), ... >.Then
[U]e= 0u[{(P(0), sn)}l
= abstr(6DU({(v(0), Sn)}))
= abstr(6Ds'[snl(v( 0 ))(po))

= abstr(6Dslsnl(v(0))(po))

= abstr([ U]6j)).

D
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APPENDIX l: MATHEMATICAL DEFINITIONS
DEFINITION A. I (Metric space)
A metric space is a pair (M,d) with Ma non-empty set and d a mapping d:M XM--.+[O, I] (a metric or
distance) that satisfies the following properties:
(a) Vx,yEM[d(x,y)=O ~ x =y]
(b) Vx,yEM[d(x,y)=d(y,x)]
(c) Vx,y,z EM[d(x,y):s;;;;d(x,z)+d(z,y)].
We call (M,d) an ultra-metric space if the following stronger version of property (c) is satisfied:
(c') Vx,y,z EM[d(x,y):s;;;;max{d(x,z),d(z,y)}].
Please note that we consider only metric spaces with bounded diameter: the distance between two
points never exceeds 1.
ExAMPLES A. I. I
(a) Let A be an arbitrary set. The discrete metric dA on A is defined as follows. Let x,y EA, then
o ifx=y
dA(x,y) = {I if x=Fy.

(b) Let A be an alphabet, and let A 00 =A• UA"' denote the set of all finite and infinite words over A.
Let, for xEA 00 , x[n] denote the prefix of x of length n, in case length(x);;..n, and x otherwise.

We put
d(x,y)= 2-sup(n :x[n)=y[nl},
with the convention that 2- 00 =O. Then (A 00 ,d) is a metric space.
DEFINITION A.2
Let (M,d) be a metric space, let (x;); be a sequence in M.
(a) We say that (x;); is a Cauchy sequence whenever we have:
Vt:>O 3NEN Vn,m>N [d(xmxm)<t:].
(b) Let x EM. We say that (x;); converges to x and call x the limit of (x;); whenever we have:
Vt:>O 3NEN Vn>N [d(x,xn)<t:].
Such a sequence we call convergent. Notation: lim;_, 00 x;=x.
(c) The metric space (M,d) is called complete whenever each Cauchy sequence converges to an element of M.
DEFINITION A.3
Let (M i.d 1),(M 2 ,d 2 ) be metric spaces.
(a) We say that (Mi.d 1) and (M 2 ,d2 ) are isometric if there exists a bijection/:M 1--.+M 2 such that:
Vx,yEM 1 [d 2(f(x),f(y))=d 1(x,y)]. We then write M 1 ~M 2 • When/is not a bijection (but only
an injection), we call it an isometric embedding.
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(b) Let f:M 1 ~M 2 be a function. We call f continuous whenever for each sequence (x;); with limit x
in M 1 we have that lim;...... 00f (x;) = f (x ).
(c) Let A ;;;.o. With M 1 ~AM 2 we denote the set of functions f from M 1 to M 2 that satisfy the fol-

lowing property:
Vx,y EM 1 [d2<J (x),f (y))~A ·d 1(x,y)].
Functions f in M 1 ~ 1 M 2 we call non-expansive, functions f in M 1~• M 2 with O~i< 1 we call
contracting.
(For every A ;;;.o and f EM 1 ~AM 2 we have: f is continuous.)

A.4 (Banach's fixed-point theorem)
Let (M,d) be a complete metric space and f :M~M a contracting function. Then there exists an xEM
such that the following holds:
(1) f(x)=x (x is a.fixed point of j),
(2) Vy EM [f(y)=y ~ y =x] (x is unique),
0
(3) Vxo EM [limn--+ 00f(n)(xo)=x 1 where f<n +l)(xo)= f<J<n>(xo)) and j< >(xo)=xo.
PROPOSITION

DEFINITION A.5 (Closed and compact subsets)
A subset X of a complete metric space (M,d) is called closed whenever each Cauchy sequence in X has
a limit in X and is called compact whenever each sequence in X has a subsequence that converges to
an element of X.
DEFINITION A.6

Let (M,d),(Mi.d 1), ••• ,(Mmdn) be metric spaces.
(a) With M 1 ~M 2 we denote the set of all continuous functions from M 1 to M 2 • We define a
metric dF on M 1 ~M2 as follows. For every f 1>/2EM1~M2
dF<J1>/z)=supxeM, {d2if1(x),fz(x))}.

For A ;;;.o the set M 1 ~AM 2 is a subset of M 1 ~M 2 , and a metric on M 1 ~AM 2 can be obtained
by taking the restriction of the corresponding dF.
(b) With M 1 U · · · U Mn we denote the disjoint union of M 1>.:....:. • , M..lll. which can be defined as
{l}XM~ · · ·J:J{n}XMn. We define a metric du on M1U · · · UMn as follows. For every
x,yEM1U · · · UMn
_ {dj(x,y) if x,yELJ}XMj, l~j~n
otherwise.
1
du(x,y) (c) We define a metric dp on M 1 X · · · XMn by the following clause.
For every (xi. ... ,xn), (y,, ... ,yn)EM 1X · · · XMn
dp((xi. ... ,Xn),(yh ... •Yn))=max;{d;(X;,y;)}.

(d) Let ~c/oseiM)= { X: X c;;;,M /\X is closed}. We define a metric dH on
dorff distance, as follows. For every X, Y E~c1osed(M) with X, Y::F 0

~closeiM),

dH(X, Y)=max{supxex{d(x, Y)},supyeY{d(y,X)} },

where d(x,Z)=definfzez{d( x,z)} for every Z c;;;,M, x EM. For X=l=0 we put
dH(0 ,X)=dH(X, 0)= 1.

The following spaces
~compuc1(M)
~ncompuci(M)

= {X: Xc;;;,M /\X

iS

compact}

= {X: X c;;;,M /\ X is nonempty and compact}

called the Haus-
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are supplied with a metric by taking the respective restrictions of dH.
(e) Let ce[O, l]. We define: idc(M,d)=(M,c·d).
PROPOSITION A.7

Let (M,d), (M l>d i), ... , (Mmd.,), dF, du, dp and dH be as in definition A.6 and suppose that (M,d),
(M .,di), ... , (Mmdn) are complete. We have that
(a) (M1~M2,dF), (M1~AM2,dF),
(b) (M1 U · · · UMmdu),
(c) (Mi X · · · XMmdp),
(d) (6Jclosed(M),dH), (6Jcompact(M),dH) and (6Jncompact(M),dH)
are complete metric spaces. If (M,d) and (M;,dJ are all ultra-metric spaces these composed spaces are
again ultra-metric. (Strictly spoken, for the completeness of M 1~M 2 and M 1~AM 2 we do not need the
completeness of M 1• The same holds for the ultra-metric property.)

The proofs of proposition A.7 (a), (b) and (c) are straightforward. Part (d) is more involved. It can
be proved with the help of the following characterization of the completeness of the Hausdorff metric.
PROPOSITION A.8

Let (6Jc1"'ed(M),dn) be as in definition A.6. Let (X;); be a Cauchy sequence in 6.Pc1osed(M). We have:
lim;_, 00 X; = {lim;_.00 x;lx; eX;, (x;); a Cauchy sequence in M}.

The proof of proposition A.8 can be found in [Du66] and [En77]. The completeness of the Hausdorff
space containing compact sets is proved in [Mi5 l ].

II: THE FUNCTION abstr
The definition of abstr: P~P can be viewed as a fixed point characterization of a somewhat
differently and more intuitively defined operation

APPENDIX

abstr*:

P~P,

which we introduce below. Next, we show that abstr =abstr*.
DEFINl"!!ON II.I (abstr*)
LetpeP and ae~, and let we~f.
(1) We call w afinitestream inp(a) if there exist <a"p 1 >, ... , <ampn> such that

w =a 1

• •

·an A VI E;;i <n [<a;+ i.P;+ 1> Ep;(a;)] A <ai,p 1> ep(a) Apn =p 0 •

(2) We call wan infinite stream in p(a) if there exist <ai.p 1 >, <a2,p 2 >, ... such that

w =a1 a2 ...

A

VI E;;i [<a;+ i,p; +I> Ep;(a)] A <ai,p I> ep(a).

(3) We call w a deadlocking stream in p(a) if there exist <ai.p 1>, ... , <an•Pn > such that
W

= a1 · · · an ·o /\VJ E;;i <n [<a;+ i,p; + J > Ep;(a;)] /\

<ai.p 1> ep(a) Apn=l=Po Apn(an)n(~XP)= 0.

Now we define a function abstr*: P~P by
abstr*(p) = Aa·{w: w is a stream inp(a)}.
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We have to verify that for every p EP and oE~ the set abstr*(p)(o ) is compact. 1bis is not trivial
in
and is proved in theorem II.3 below (which is a slightly generalised form of lemma AII.4
is
ones
closed
than
rather
subsets
compact
P
of
[BBKM84D. The fact that we use in the definition
couna
provides
]
[BBKM84
subsets,
closed
with
defined
domain
essential for the proof. (For a process
terexample of the theorem.)
In the proof of theorem II.3 below, we need the following lemma:

LEMMA II.2
Let q = limn-+oo qn, for q, qn EP: assume (without loss of generality) that for all n ;;;.o
d(q,qn).,.;;; i-(n+l).
Let oE~ and let (w;); be a sequence in ~f with W;Eabstr* (q;)(o),for every ;;;;.o. Then
V'n 3u [ wn[n ]-u eabstr* (q)(o) ].
PROOF

Let wn[n )=o 1 · · ·on. (In the case of terminatio n or deadlock the rest of the proof is analogous to this
1
case.) Now there must be q , ••• , qn with
.
·+1
I
and <o;+t>q' >eq'(o;)
<oi.q >Eqn(o)

_; (o;)
_;+l > Eq
( ) d
_l
"J.Or 1.;;;;;.;;;;n. W e shall sh ow t hat there are _l
q w1"th <oi.q > eq o an <0;+1,q
q , ... , _n
1
so
for I .s;;;i .s;;;n. We do this inductively: For i = 1 we observe that d(q,qn).;;;;2-<n + l,
1
with
bear/
must
there
d(q(o),qn(o)).;;;;2-n.s;;;l/i. Because <ot>q >Eqn(o),
<01.7/>E q(o) and d(q1,7/).;;;;2-n.

For the inductive step, let 1.;;;;;..;;;n and let 7/ be such that d(q;,7/)..;;;2-(n+l)+i. Then
d(q;(o;),q; (o;)).s;;;rn +; E;;l/i.

i

1
Because <o; + .,q; +1 > Eq;(o;) there must be a + with
_;+l) ..;;;2- n+i .
_;(o;) and d(q i+l ,q
_;+! >Eq
<o;+i.q
1

With q

, ••• , t

suitably chosen, we can take u Eabstr• <t)(on) arbitrary, and then Wn[n ]·u will be

in abstr*(q)(a).
THEOREM II.3: For every p eP and oE~ the set abstr*(p)(o) is compact.
PROOF

Let (w;); be a sequence in abstr*(p)(o). We shall show that there exists a subsequence of (w;); that has
its limit in abstr*(p)(o ). First we introduce some notation: For an arbitrary word wE~f, w<k>
indicates the word that is obtained from w by omitting the first k elements. We callp 0 =p, o0 =o and
f 0 =idN, the identity function on the set2f natural numbers. We shall inductively construct for every
n ;;;.O a function fn :N~N, a process Pn EP, and a state on such that:
1. 'lfj;;;.Q [ Wj.(i)[n )=01 ···On)

2. Vi, O.s;;;i<n [<0;+1,p; +1>Ep;(o i)]
3. 3(v;); in abstr • (pn)(on) Vi;;;. I [ v;[i) =Wj.(i) <n >[i]]

fn

is monotonic and there exists a monotonic h with fn = fn - l 0 h.
Once we have constructe d such sequences (f,,)m (pn)n and (on)n, we are done: We can define
4.
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g(i)

= f;(i).

This function is monotonic and we have

= 01 ·a2 • • •

lim;_, 00 Wg(i)

Since o 1·o2

• • •

Eabstr*(p)(o) we thus have found a subsequence (wg(i)); of (w;);, which has its limit in

abstr*(p)(o).

The construction is as follows: Suppose we are at stage n ;;;.o.

Let (v;); be a sequence in

abstr*(pn)(on) satisfying property 3. above. Let for every ;;;;.1
V;

=

Tl "'T~

• • • •

Then there are qL q~, . . . EP with
<TLq\

> Epn(on), and

'tfj;;;. I ( <TJ + i>qJ + 1 > EqJ(TJ)].

Since the set Pn(on) is compact, the sequence (<T\,q\ >); has a converging subsequence, which is
given by, say, the monotonic function h and which has a limit, say <T,q > in Pn(on)· We may assume
'tfj;;;.1 ( T7(j) =T /\ d(q1Ci) ,q)o;;;;i-U +I)).

Now we take
Pn+I

= q,

On+I

= T,

J,,+1

=fn°h.

In order to show that this construction works, we have to verify that Pn +,, on+,, and fn + 1 again
satisfy properties 1. through 4. above.
I. We have for every ;;;;.1:
wf..,(i)[n

+ 1] = wf.~,(i)[n ]·wf.1',(i)(n + 1)

= 01 · · · on·wf.1',(i)<n >(l)
= o 1 · · · on ·vh(i)(l)
2.
3.

We have <on+ 1>Pn + 1 > = <T,q> Epn(on).
In order to prove !Eis property, we are going to apply the following version of lemma 11.2: For
all q, q,, qi, .. . EP, and for all X1t X2, ••• E~a°.
't/i;;;.l [d(q,q;).;;;;T(i+I) /\ X;Eabstr*(q;)(o)) ==>
3(Y;); in abstr*(q)(o) 'tfj;;;.l (y;[i)

= X;(i)).

This we now use: Since
'tfj;;;.l (d(pn+l>q7<i))o;;;;i-(i+I) /\ Vh(i)<l>Eabstr*(q7<i>)(on+l)J

there must exist a sequence (v;'); in abstr*(pn+1)(on+1) with
'tfj;;;.} (v/(i) = Vh(i)<l>(i)].

Now
vh(i)<l>[i]

= vh(i)[h(i)]<l>[i]
= Wf.+,(i)<n >[h(i))<l>[i)
= wf..,(i)<n ><l>[i]
= wf.+,(i)<n

+ l>[i].
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(Here we have used twice the fact that h (i)>i, for all ;;;;i. I.)
4. By definition.
This concludes the proof of theorem II.3.
Next we show that the function
point of a contraction.

abstr:P~P,

given in definition 7.1, can be defined as the fixed

II.4 (Formal definition abstr)
1
P)~(.P~• P); let FEP~ 1 P, PEP and oE~. We put
E::(P~
define
We
DEFINITION

E:(F)(po)(o) = { t: },
E:(F)(p)(o)

= {a},

if p(o)n Comp[>= 0.

Otherwise, we set
E:(F)(p)(o)

= U {o'·F(p')(o');

<o',p'> Ep(o)}.

Finally, we define
abstr

= Fixed Point(E:)

It is straightforward to show E: is contracting. The fact that for every p EP and oE~ the set
E:(F)(p)(o) is compact needs some explanation. In order to prove this, it is convenient to adapt the
definition of E: a little. Recalling that P=~~qpncom,C~a°) we define
E:': ({PX~)~ 1 qj>ncomp~a°)) ~ ((PX~)~ 1 qj>ncomp(~a°)),

where the superscript 1 above the arrow indicates that we consider only non-expansive (and hence
continuous) functions, by
E:'(F)( <p,o>)

= U {o'·F(<p',o'>):

<o',p'> Ep(o) }.

Now

U

E:'(F)( <p,o>)

{o'·F(<p',o'>)}

<a',p'>ep(a)

U (o'·{F(<p',o'>):

<o',p'>Ep(o)})

a'

U (o'·F({ <p',o'>: <o',p'>Ep(o)}))
a'

This union can be seen to be compact by first observing that from the compactness of p it follows
that the union is finite: the set
{o': 3p' EP[ <o',p'> Ep(o)]}

is finite. The compactness of p(o) further implies the compactness of the isomorphic set

{<p',o'>: <o',p'>Ep(o)},
for every o' E~, which is preserved under the continuous mapping F and the concatenation with o'.
So we have a finite union of compact sets, which is again compact. Now the compactness of
:S:(F)(p)(o) follows straightforwardly from the compactness of 'S.'(F')( <p',o'> ), for arbitrary F',p'
and o'. The fact that E:(F) is again non-expansive is also easily verified.
We conclude this appendix by showing that abstr and abstr • are equal:
THEOREM

II.5: abstr =abstr •
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PRooF: ConsiderpEP-{p 0 } andaE~ such thatp(a)n(~XP)=F0. Then:

wEabstr*(p)(a) #[definition abstr*]

3a'E~3w'E~a° 3p'EP [w=a'·w' /\ w'Eabstr*(p')(a')]

# [definition E:]
w EE:(abstr)(p )(a).

The other cases are easy. We see: abstr* = E:(abstr*). Because E: is a contraction the theorem follows.
(Note the similarity of this proof and the one of theorem 4.14.)

III: STANDARD OBJECTS
We want to extend the language under consideration with a few standard classes of so-called standard objects, namely the classes Boolean and Integer. On these objects the usual operations can be
performed, but they must be formulated by sending messages. For example, the addition 23 + 11 is
indicated by the send expression 23 ! add ( 11 ), sending a message with method name add and parameter 11 to the standard object 23. The set of expressions LE> given in definition 3.1, is extended with
these standard objects:
APPENDIX

e::

= xl ul e1 !m(e2)I new(C)I s;el sel~ a,

where aESObj, with
SObj = Z U {tt, ff}.

Recall that we already defined (in definition 4.1):
Obj = AObjUSObj
(= AObjUZU{tt, ff}).

Intuitively, the evaluation of the expression a, with aESObj, results in that object itself. For
instance, the value of the expression 29 will be the integer 29.
Below, we shall first extend the definition of the operational semantics, next we adapt the definition
of the denotational semantics (following [ABKR86(b)]), and finally we shall prove that the
equivalence result of section 7 still holds.
III.I Standard objects in the operational semantics
We extend the set LE'• given in definition 4.2, with the standard objects:
e:: =

xl ul ei !m(e2)I new(C)ls;el sel~ al (e,<f>),

where now aEObj=AObjUSObj.
Next we add to the set of labeled statements (definition 4.5) an abstract element S, that represents
all standard objects and for which transitions will be specified in a moment:
LStat* = LStatU {S,}.

The following transitions are possible from S,:
<{S1 },

a>-n?add~<{S1 },

a>

<{S1 },

a>-n?su~<{S,},

a>

<{S,},

a>-b?and~<{S,},

a>

<{S1 },

a>-b?or~<{Sr},

a>
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<{S,}, o>-b?not-?<{S,} , o>
for every n eZ and b E {tt, ff}. (This list can be extended with transitions for other operations.)
Communication with a standard object is now modeled by the following transitions:
If <{(a,s)}, o>-(a,n!add (m))-?<{(a,1/-')},

o>

then <{(a,s), S,}, o>-y-?<{(a, 1/-'(n +m)), S,}.
If <{(a,s)}, o>-(a, b 1!and (b2))-?<{(a,o/)}, o>

then <{(a,s), S,}, o>-y-?<{(a,l/l(b 1 Ab2)), S,}, o>,
and by similar transitions for the other operations. The result of, for example, an addition of the
integers n and m is computed and passed through to the parameterized statement of the object
requesting the execution of the method add.
Finally, the operational semantics of a unit (definition 4.11) is changed by ta.king into account the
standard objects; we put
[U]e

= l9u[{(v(0),sn), S,}1.

(In the operational semantics defined in [ABKR86(a)], the standard objects are treated somewhat
differently. There no special rules are given for the communication with a standard object; instead,
some axioms are added that replace in one step a send expression that addresses a standard object by
the corresponding value of the result.)

III.2 Standard objects in the denotational semantics
The denotational meaning of a standard object aeLE is given by
6DE[a](fi)(f)

= f(a),

where fJeAObj, andfeContE.
We follow [ABKR86(b)] in introducing a process p 8 ,eP that represents the de~otational meaning
of the stand~d objects. For this we have to adapt our semantic process domain P. In definition 5.1
the domain P is given by

P =::{po} U id'h('2.-?6Jcompac1(Stepp)).
In order to let the standard process p 8 ,, to be defined below, fit into our semantic domain nicely, we
are forced to use closed sl!!>sets of steps rather ~n compact ones. Let us indicate the process domain
given in definition 5.1 by Pco· We introduce here Pc1, which satisfies:

Pc1 ::::{po} U id'h('2.-?'?Pc1osed(Stepp)).
We have, via an obvious e!!_lbedding, that Pco <;;,Pel·
Next we introduce p 8 , ePcl• which represents the meaning of all standard objects. It satisfies the following equation:
Pst =A.a· ({<n, add, g;i>: nEZ}U
{ <n,sub,
{ <b, and,

g;; >: n e.Z} U

gt >:

be {tt, ff}} u

{<b, or, g'b>: be{tt,ff}}U
{ <b, not, gb'>: be{tt,ff}}),

where

g;i

=A.fleOb/·A.feObj -?P· (iffle.Z then/(n + fl)llp 8 , elsep8 , fi),
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g;; = >..peOb/·>..feObj-?P· (if PeZ thenf(n - P)lips1 elseps1 fi),
gt = >..peOb/·A.feObj-?P· (if Pe{tt,ff} thenf(bAP)llps1 elseps1 fi)
g'b

= >..peOb/ ·A.feObj-?P· (if Pe{tt,ff} thenf(bvft)llps1 else Psi fi)

gb'

= >..peob/ ·A.feObj-?P· f(--,b)lips1·

This definition is self-referential since Psi occurs at the righthand si~e of the definition. Formally,
Psi can be given as the fixed point of a suitably defined contraction on Pc1.
We observe that Psi is an infiaj_tely branching process, which is an element of Pc1 but not of Pco·
This explains the introduction of Pc1.
The operational intuition behind the definition of ps1 is the following: For every n EZ the set Ps1(o)
contains, among others, two elements, namely <n,add,g;i > and <n,sub,g;; >. These steps indicate that the integer object n is willing to execute its methods add and sub. If, for example by
evaluating n !add(n'), a certain active object sends a request to integer object n to execute the method
add with parameter n', then g;i, supplied with n' and the continuation f of the active object, is executed. We have that g;i (n')(j) is, by definition, the parallel composition of f supplied with the
immediate result of the execution of the method add, namely n +n', and the process ps1, which
remains unaltered: g;i(n')(j)=f(n +n')llps1• (A similar explanation applies to the presence inps1(o)
of the triples representing the booleans.)
The standard objects are assumed to be present at the execution of every unit U. Therefore we
adapt the denotational semantics of a unit (definition 5.4) as follows:
[U]6il

= 6Ds[sn](v(0))(po)lips1·

Hl.3 Semantic equivalence
Finally, we extend the arguments presented in section 7 in order to show that for the modified versions of [ UJe and [ U]6iJ, as presented above, we still have:
[ UJe

= abstr([ U]6iJ).

We begin by adapting the intermediate semantics fJu' (definition 6.1), which will now be of type
fJu': 'fYfin(LStat *)-7Pc1.

We put:
fJu'({S,}) =Psi

and for X <;;,LStat * - {Si} (=LStat):
fJu'(XU {S,})

= fJu'(X)ilfJu'({S,}),

with fJu'(X) as defined according to definition 6.1.
Next we extend the definition of abstr to an operation:
abstr• :Pc1-7(~-7~(~a°)),

where abstr* is defined as in definition II.I. Please note, however, that for processes p EPc1 it is in
general not the case that abstr*(p)(o) is a closed subset of ~a°- Fortunately we can prove the following, which turns out to be all we need:
THEOREM III.I: For every p EPco and oe~: abstr*(pllps1)(o) is compact.
PROOF
Th~proof

is analogous the one for theorem II.3, given the additional observation that for every
p EPco the set
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(p l[ps1)(o) n (~ XPc1)

is compact, which we prove now.
According to the definition of II we have
(p l[ps1)(o) = p(o)ILps1 U Ps1(o)ll_p U p (o)l 0ps1(o).
From the continuity of II and the compactness of p(a) it follows that
(p(o)lL.p 51 )n(~XPc1)

= { <o', p'l[ps1 >: <a', p'> ep(o)}

is compact. Secondly, the set
(p 5 ,(a)lL.p) n(~ XPc1)

is empty. Finally, we show that
(p(o)laPSt(o))n(~ XPc1)

is compact. Consider a sequence (<o, q;>); in this intersection. We show that it has a converging
subsequence (<o, qk(i)>);. According to the definition of la there exist sequences
(<a;. m;, /J;,f;,p;> ); in p (a) and (<a;, m;, g;> )1 in p 5 ,(o) such that

q;

= g;(/J;)(/;)l[p;.

Becausep(o) is compact there exists a monotonic function

k:N~N

such that

( <ak(i)> mk(i)> /Jk(i), fk(i)> Pk(i) > );
is convergent. From the definition of the metric on Pc1 it follows that we may assume that there exist
a,m and fJ such that for all i
ak(i)=a, mk(i)=m, and /Jk(i)=/J.
The definition of p 5 , implies that for every <a, m, g> in p 5 ,(o) the function g is entirely determined
by a and m. Thus
(<ak(i)> mk(i)> gk(i)>); =(<a, m, gk(i)>); = (<a, m, g>);,
for some g. Suppose we have

J = lim;_.oo.fic(i)

/\

P

= limi->ooPk(i);

then <a,m,fJ,f,p>ep(o) and
lim;_. 00 <o,q;> = <o,g(/J)(j)l[p> e(p(o) I0ps1 (a))n(~XPc1).
CoROLLARY

III.2:

0

abstr* 0 fJu'E~fin(LStat*)~P

(Recall that P=~~~ncompacl~a°).)
THEOREM

III.3: fJ u =abstr • 0 fJ u'

This theorem can be proved by showing that in addition to fJu also abstr* 0 fJu' is a fixed point of
«Pu. This can be done analogously to the proof of theorem 7.2. From this observation and the fact
that <Pu is a contraction the theorem follows.
The definition of 6Dif, which is given in definition 7.5, is also changed. It will be a function of type

6Du:

~fin(LStat*)~Pc1

that is like the original 6Du but for the clause that
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6DU({S,}) =Psi·
A last step towards the goal of this third appendix, which is to prove the semantic equivalence of
the denotational and operational semantics with standard objects present, consists of the observation
that theorem 7.6, stating that

«I>u'(6Du) = 6Dif,

can be proved for the new version of "Du as well. The extended proof involves some new case analysis
(within Case 2), concerning the communications with standard objects. This being the last appendix,
this step being the last step towards our goal, and the author being only human, we omit the details
and state without proof:
THEOREM

III.4: (Extended version of 7.6): «I>u'(6Du)=6Du

COROLLARY

III.5: (Extended version of 7. 7): <9'=6Du

Finally we are ready to prove the extended version of the main theorem (7.9) of our paper:
THEOREM

III.6: [UJe

= abstr*([U],1))

PROOF

[UJe = <9u({(v(0), Sn), S,}]
= [theorem III.3]

abstr*(<9u'({(v(0), sn), S,}))

= [corollary III.5]
abstr'(6DU({(v(0), sn), Si}))

= abstr*(6Dslsn]{v(0))V1o)llps,)

= abstr * ([ U],i)).

0

